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• Research
UMaine eyes poss
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
If plans of a merger are given
the go ahead and allowed to set
sail, the Bigelow Laboratory for
Ocean Sciences could betsome part
of the University of Maine in the
not too distant future.
"A series of negotiations are in
progress between the University
• Leadership
Faculty
Senate
reaches
quorum
By Matt lArickenheiser
Staff Writer
issues of downsuing and
Air Force ROTC were re% isited
Faculty Senate on Wednesday. Sept_
9 They had no problem in reaching
a quorum
Professor Virginia Gibson. sen-
ate president, opened the meeting at
3:15 in the Losvn Rooms.
Tina Passrnan. a professor with
the classics department. asked that a
moment be taken to remember the
Late Rev Elizabeth Morris
Several ISSUL'S carried over from
the end of last semester into this
meeting's old business.
One topic revisited was downsi7-
mg. President Fred Hutchinson was
on hand to both explain where the
plan was tirne-wise and to remind
those gathered that the I MN ersity of
Maine was now in the quality-im-
provement stage
Hutchinson explained that while
some item' on the plan have been
delayed ores en abandoned, mones.
must he
"I am requinng all items on the
plan meet their budgetary goals,"
Hutchinson said
The downsi:i rig item c, warm ing
the move of the university :ollege in
Bangor to the I Maine campus was
bit sight up and an update on the
transition was given by Hutchinson
liutctunson also mentioned the
proposal that some two-year degree
programs he switched to four-year
degree program'. He said this was
nix a new proposal and the normal
academic process would he followed.
He said the proposal was no( a "fait
accomph "
The. Peace Studies Program has
been preserved due to strenuous pet,
See EACTILTY SENATE
on page 11
ible merger with Bigelow Lab
of Maine ana Bigelow regarding a
potential merger." Judith Bailey,
vice president for research and
public service, said
Bigelow Lab°, atory is a lead-
ing private, non-profit research
organization located at McKown
Point in West Boothbay Harbor
that has prestlited itself as an op-
portunity for this university to
consider, according to Bailey.
"The opportunity for Bigelix
to join with the university, to bring
that marine science vision to th;.•
state as a whole, would be an excit-
ing research and educational op-
portunity," she said.
Bailey said the Bigelow Labo-
ratory is predominantly supported
by external grants from federal
agencies and if the two institutions
merged those grant dollars would
gist, dal mutual resean-h between
the two The merger would give a
giant boost to the graduate research
programs at UMaine as well, she
said
If the merger does become a
reality, Bailey said the initial cost
to the university will be some-
where between $100 and $150
thousand This funding would pro-
vide the appropriate "stability and
support" necessary to enable Bige-
low to make the transition
The dollars to go to the labora-
tory, she said, would come from
reallocation and much of the funds
would be made available as a result
of downsi7ing
In return, Bailey said Bigelow
would have to commit to develop-
See MERGER on page 11
• Health care
Insurance on the increase for international students
By Margaret Rogers
Staff Writer
With national health care as the
bap priority this week, it is timely
that local international suxienr are
fritstrated with higher rnethcal in-
siu-ance premiums this semester
p mull this fall, manna:mai
students at the Uni versify of Maine
were offered an insurance policy
similar in its coverage and premi-
urm as domestic students Begin-
ning this semester, they are expect-
ed to buy a new insurance policy
and pay a premium of $579 per
student (a $109 increase front the adequate" ship each yea
r as a teaching assis-
previtar plan) and 116.S5 per derx-r Many ir tar at i01111 studenti, tant
 for mathematics. He is not
dent spouse of statlent (an $864 in- howesrr,!rrwinauianccplan allowai to wo
rk elsewhere during
crease). The new Talky prs_vides is too expensive the
 school year. Last summer he
r.50.(n) in its coverage as opposed "As far &sells year' 5 insurance is earned OW workfrig frit die Col-
to the previous plan, *tact provided cononned, there's reAlly a big har
d- lege of I:crony With an income of
$ I S.000 in coverage. ship. especially for families," .Arvind VIM°
 a year, Ma. who is inaniel
'The (original) university policy Sharma, graduate student mid vice must p
ay $2,234 rn medical 'incur-
is really designed as a secondary president of international student
s, anix premiums every year.
policy for American students who said 
This does not include a $100
have the social services net to fall -The reality is that most stu
dents deductible that a student must pay
hack on, 1nd/or their families' incur- like me, with one or more diem-
 per accident a sickness
ance policies to fall hack on." Ruth dents, simply can't write a che
ck for -Over 95 percent of the uurma
Bentley, program coon:haunt of in- this amount." Staium Ma, a g
radu- tional students are against this poi-
lesnationalprovarns,ssid."Nolong- ate student from China, said. 
See INSURANCE
a is the University of Maine policy Ma receives a $6,500 &militant- 
on page II
• University of Maine System
Orenduff returns from Bulgaria
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer
On Sept. 1, I Michael Oren-
duff became Acting Chancellor of
the University of Maine System.
replacing Robert L. Woodbury
who has announced his intention
to run for Maine State Governor
Orenduff is returning from a
year abroad, where he was the in-
terim president of the American
University in Bulgaria. Being in
Bulgaria has helped him prepare
for the job of chancellor, lie said
"It you can do that. you can tin
;.ny Orenduff said There
were times when the school didn't
have enough money to pay profes-
sor% or administrators, he said
Orenduff believes he fills the
position of chancellor well -I un-
derstand and have an appreciation
for the system I know the people
in the state. and I know *here the
system has been, where it is now.
and where it need% to go," he said
The trustees chose Orenduff to
be the interim chancellor based on
-his personal qualities, and the
unusual fact that he was more avail-
able because he was already an
kave from the University. of Maine
at Farmington where he is presi-
dent." assistant to the Chancellor.
Kent A Price, said
Orenduff has been president at
Famiington for six years and has
been involved with all of the cam-
puses in some way Orenduff has
an extensive educational back-
ground with a degree in philoso-
phy to add to the position.
Orenduff sees the system as a
cohesive unit. "Each (campus)
must realize that their own for-
tunes are tied up with all of the
other campuses We either all sink
or swim together," Orenduff said
Orenduff is getting used to the
new position, but he now realizes
that -everyone in the state wants to
talk to the chancellor "
-There is one drawback--the
lack of contact with students." Oren-
duff said 'The chancellor needs to
he visible to people N.' CC don't know
the students unless you get out and
visit with them," he said
While Orenduff is in office he
will he involved with "ceremonial
tasks and day to day activities,"
Price said "He will he in the driv-
er's seat to keep the whole thing
rolling along He will he expected
to lead and others will turn to him
for leadership "
A search is on for a permanent
chancellor and iii., anticipated to
he filled as soon as Jan 1994
Orenduff is one of the candidates
for the position
Acting Chancellor of the University of Maine Sys
tem, J. Micha
Orenduff (Courtesy photo.)
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• Yeltsin opponents search for options; cons
ider death
orldBriefs • China may be preparing to test bomb despite moratorium• Third plane in three days destroyed by Abkhazian rebels
• Russia
Yeltsin's opponents threaten death
1 MOSCOW (AP)
 — Bons Yeltsin's opponents threatened him with the d
eath
penalty for dissolving parliament and ordering ele
ctions as they frantically hunted
for ways to counter growing support for the president
.
Yeltsin dismissed the angry stream of accusations
 and threats, saying he would press
ahead with introducing a new parliament and prom
ising there would he no bloodahed
"We would not like and do not intend to use an
y force," Yeltsin said "We want
everything to go peacefully without blood."
Anti-Yeltsin leaders remained holed up today in the 
barricaded parliament building with
a few hundred supporters standing guard outside
About 150 lawmakers from the Supreme Soviet, Russi
a's smaller standing legislature,
have been ban icaded inside parliament since Yelts
in's Tuesday announcement that they
were to be stripped of power and replaced in new e
lections in December
Legislators were having trouble today finding a quo
rum so that the Congress of People's
Deputies. Russia's main legislative body, could vote
 on ousting Yeltsin — an action he
would ignore Lawmakers said 600 of the ('ongress' 1.041
 members had signed up to attend
a congressional sessioo today; 689 are needed for 
a quorum
Yeltsin ordered lawmakers stripped of the right to get fr
ee plane tickets, making it hartie
for deputies to get to Moscow for the v
ote
Hard-liners in parliament approved amending the
 criminal code to impose the death
sentence for "violent alteration of the constitutiona
l system '' The text of the new law was
published today in Rossiisky a Gazeta. a newspa
per that supports parliament
"They in fact have confirmed their readiness to unle
ash political termr in Russia," a
Yeltsin aide said after the vote Wednesday
• Georgia
Abkhazian rebels destroy
third passenger plane
TBILISI. Georgia (AP) — Ann-aurraIl fire from
khkhanan rebels hit a passenger plane at Sukhumi
airpirt Thursday. the third plane ietioyed in as man%
days. otTkiah said
The number casualties. if any .wreact immediately know
n
The plane was evacuating civilians from the besieged cit
y .
where up to 250 people have been killed m the past week 
in
fighting between government defenders and Ahkhazian sep
a
ratist rebels
Rear. Etradar. chief spokesman for Georgian leader Eduard
Shevardnadre, said on national television that the Tu 114 
plane
was ha this morning by anti -aircraft fire while (in the airport
runway He earlier reported the plane was shoe while attem
pting
to take off on a flight to l'hilisi. the Georgian capital
He said the plane a as carrying mainly refugee He did n
ot
say how many passenger, it was calming
On Wednesday . plane landing in Sukhumi was hit by reb
el
fire and exploded, killing at least 60 people On Tuesda
y 21V
people died when a Tu-114 was hit by AhkRatian fir
e and
crashed into the Black Sea
Sukhumi is the last government stninghok1 in Abkhazia
More than 1.(1011 people have been killed since the region's
nationalist leaders declared sovereignty a vex ago
• Gert
Tropical storm causes
flooding in Mexico
A Ammo .mexlco Al' , Tropical Storm ( :en
Mt damped heavy rains across a wide stretch of Mex
ico
and killed at least three people Tuesday as it moved
inland after causing flooding and high waves along the gu
lf
coast
Although it was weakening. Gen soaked northeast an
d
central Mexico and raised fears of heavy flooding 
as it
moved went
Veracno and Tamaulipas states were hardest hit They.
he along the gulf of Mexico south of Texas and wer
e hit
with hurricane farce Monday as Gen made landfall
The Palma Sola River overflowed its hanks neat th
e
center of Veracruz state and washed away three 
people to
their deaths Tuesday. state authorities said
The rains forced thousands fnifli their home, late Monday
Mudslides closed dozens of highways Electricity. tele
phone
and water services were knocked onf in mans commun
ities
• Nuclear testing
China may be ready to test N-bomb
2 
Commercial satellite pictures indicate that China prepared
more than a year ago to detonate several
 nuclear devices, a physicist who helped
predict China's two 1992 tests said Wedne
sday.
The revelation came less than it week after the
 I!niter! States said a Chinese nuclear test
is imminent and asked Beijing to call it off China said 
Monday it had "taken note" of the
IT S appeal, but gave no indication whether 
it would relent
If China does conduct an underground nuclea
r test, it would he the first by any country
in a year and could threaten the 15-month mo
ratorium on U S. testing President Clinton
declared in July
In extending the nine-month moratorium sat b
y Congress last October. Clinton warned
that if another country testa before Sept. :40. 1994, he would se
ek congressional authoriza-
tion to resume U.S. testing France. Britain and 
Russia are also adhering to the moratorium
Vipin Gupta of London University's Imperial Col
lege, who has monitored China's Lop
Nor test site for three years. said the commercial s
atellite pictures are too old and not detailed
enough to confirm U.S. intelligence reports that 
('hint inserte-i a nuclear device into a hole
at the site earlier this month
Gupta said the pictures show that China has se
parate zones for testing low-yield and
high-yield nuclear devices, and that it has worked 
extensively to prepare for tests in both
zones
"l'he reason I'm reaching the conclusion that they 
do have further plans for tests in the
future is because they've already done the large-sc
ale groundwork.- he said • 'The most
costly part and most time-consuming part of nuclear te
sting is the actual construction of the
bore holes going down and the tunnels"
• UNICEF study
American children
worse off than in 1970
LoNnoN Ap, _ American and British children
are worse off now than in 1970. while many develop-
ing countries have made great stride's in reducing bath
rates and child mortality. NUTT reported Wednesday
Many Afncan women have a one-in-five chance of
dying in childbirth For an Israeli, the chance is three in
100,000
The United Nations Children's Fund said the gap is
narrowing between rich and prior
The report. ' 'The Progress of Nations.' said one-fifth of
American children live below the pnverty line --- four times
the rate of most industrialized countries, and twice that of
the next worst performer, Britain
UNICEF Executive Director James P Grant blamed
cutbacks in eovernment services for the decline in the
t /nited State, and Britain. hut said that President
health care reforms would improve things
• Transportation strike
Fires blaze as strike
contmues in Nicaragua
6 MAN Ali( A. Nicaragua t A
P, - Hundreds ca bon-
fire, blared thmughout the capital earb Thersday s a
nationwide strike that some (earls& precursorto a natio
nal
uprising entered its fourth day
k; least two people have died in the strike. what began when
about 10,000 bus, truck and taxi drivers went oft their 0,1,
protest a new vehicle tax
The government suspended the tax on T trades . 
hut the strike
has continued a, king-sufitting Nicaraguans vent their 
fruun.
bon with the staggering ecnnomy
Striking transport worker,. and supportera. main whose 
face.
were masked tic hoidens, tore paving cones up horn 
streets and
highways to hinki onundess hamcadea on the capital's me
i%
Some taxmers were four tr five feet high ;easing only a
 gap
where cars couk1 pass through one at a tune
{lonrk 40 vritr.okl ownri ,.1" a mink shop wan
ot dr has travelers braving the hayrick*. or. Wednesd. 
as
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• Guest lecture
Hardwick addresses life and works of Stein
By fill Berryman
Staff Writer
Elirabeth Hardwick managed to present
the life of Gertrude Stein on Wednesday
night in a way which made her interesting to
people who were familiar with her writing
and those who were learning about her for
We first time.
Ilardwick, a renowned essayist and nos -
dist best known for her literary and social
criticism spoke to approximately 1(10 peo-
ple in 101 Neville Hall about Stein, an
American short story writer, novelist and
literary expenrnentalict
-Gertrude Stein, in the midst of her un-
flagging cheerfulness and confidence, she
can be a pitiless companion for the reader,-
Hardwick said
Hardwick provided a brief history of the
life of Stein, calling her as sturdy as a turnip.
-the last resort of the starving, and native to
the Old World, as the dictionary has it"
Although Hardwick describes Stein as a
turnip, she also describes her as mesmerired
and isolated under the enchantment of her
own devisings.
Stein was born In 1t'4 and lived until
190,, and according to Hardwick, perhaps
she never seemed young and everyone
would have wished her to live on because
she had a Methuselah prodigiousness about
het
"Everything we know about her life con-
tributes to her being," Hardwick said
In Stein's "Composition as Explanation,"
which she wrote while waiting for her ‘ar to
be fixed, she said "Now if we write, we
write; and these things we know flow down
our arm and come out on the page."
Of composition, Hardwick said many
wires and pieces of string went into the
contraption. the tinkering, and one result
was Stein wrote at great length and used a
small vocabulary
"It was her original idea to make this
vocabulary sufficient for immensities of
conception, America, Americans. being per-
haps her favorite challenge,- she said
Hardwick discussed Stein's contribution;
to the literary world such as Three Lives
which was published in 1909 She called it
a work of resonating originality.
"Sometimes there is a certain echo of
realistic fiction, the setting of the scene, the
filling in of detail, but we are given almost
• Illegal hunting
Wardens issue warning
about poaching after arrests
AP --Maine game wardens issued a
warning against nigh( hunting Thursday after
two poaching arrests including one that fol-
lowed a high-speed chase and another that
involved high-tech night vision equipment
(lame Warden Bill Livery chased a van
at speeds topping 100 mph before arresting
three men early Thursday . said Paul Fourn-
ier. spokesman for the Department of In land
Fisheries and Wildlife.
Livers gave chase on U.S 1 and Route
171 after he spotted the van's occupants
using a spotlight inl)revs Plantation in north-
er Penobscot County. Fournier said
Meanwhile. Game Warden David Geor-
gia arrested another man in Penobscot Coun-
ts ss ss t,sing nights 'WWI goggles like
Gal•M•lar
those worn by military pilots, Fournier said.
Georgia made the arrest after he noticed
a cat driving withom headlights near Alton_
He followed the car for a while before figur-
ing out that he had a high-tech poacher on
his hands. Fournier said
"The high-tech world is coming up on
us It can make life more difficult for war-
dens.- Fournier said "I ife is already diffi-
cult for wardens at this time of year
Arrested after the chase were Jimmy
Albert. 29. of Raymond. Richard LeBlanc,
45. of Little Compton. R I . and 1/ai id 1 e-
Duc, 31, of Fall River. Mass ,Founnet said.
All were charged with night hunting. and
.klbert was also charged with eluding an
officer, he said
OPEN
Wednesday - Saturday
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
pon - Midnight
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT T/GHT JEAN NIGHT
GRANDPRIZE TO RE AWARDED $250.00 CASH
Wednesday Southern Rock Night
-,131‘, Thursday Night ts Nickel Night - Buy 
aft
Get Next One For A Nickel
Featunng the hest bands
and Canada Frida
3 Dance Floors • F
Sunday. Chemical Free
.1113L Dance lessons are o
Call for tails
INPOLINE 989 2069
Telephone 989 1755
30 *Althorn Road. Brewer, Maine 04412
hind the New Stable Inn on Wilson St
everything by assertion and thus there is an
archaic quality to the tone," Stein said.
Hr-dwick said Stein was able to capture
the dialogue of different ethnic groups where-
as "inauthenticity is so often remarked when
authors need to find a speech for those not
from their own class or experience"
After Three Lives came The Making of
Americans which Hardwick called a deep
dive into the deep waters of the Stein sea.
"It swims about and about and further
and further out with the murmurous monot-
ony of untroubled, undramatic waters,- she
said.
Throughout the reading. Hardu ick would
laugh as she read a witty line which k'irginia
Nees-Hatlen. English professor at the Uni-
versity of Maine, said she thought was en-
dearing.
"She seemed to he really involved in the
process of experiencing her own essay and
her own ideas and I felt that was a sign of
engagement and the kind of v.armth and
Nees-Hatlen said
At the conclusion of her reading. Hard-
wick said of Stein "Still, she had courage,
social courage, the will to be in the world on
her own terms
Author Elizabeth Hardwick speaks in
101 Neville Hall on Gertrude Stein:
"Gertrude Stein, in the midst of her
unflagging cheerfulness and confi-
dence, she can be a pitiless compan-
ion for the reader. (Boyd photo.)
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Semester Checklist:
I 1. it Eat lots of fiber2. g Drink six glasses of
water a day
3- p'Pay your bill
The first two will keep you healthy.
The last will keep you in school.
"After the fourth week of classes,
students with accounts that have not
been paid or deferred to financial aid
will have their registrations for the
semester cancelled. Financially
delinquent students will not be
allowed to register for courses, and
academic records will be withheld
until all financial obligations i(,) the
University have been satisfied.
-University of Maine Catalog
Business Office, 100 Alumni Hall, 581-1521
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• Fish and qame
Owen endorsed as
state commissioner
By Jill Berryman from a strong majority of Main
ers and
sporting groups Currently. Lotting groups
reporssally do not support a re-intmduc-
Ray "Bucky. Owen is expected to be tion program.
making a career shift in the near future if lames Gilbert assumed O
wen" duties
the Maine Senate approves. as chairman of the Wildlife Res
ources
Owen, a University of Maine wildlife Department on Sera. I.
professor and former chairman of his de- "We in the department a
re excited,"
panment. was unanimously endorsed on Gilbert said It :s a good t
hing for the state
Sept 20 by legislaSste committee to and for this university
."
serve as the state's next fish and came Owen was chairman 
of the Wildlife
ennunissionas If the Senate appmves, Resources Departmen
t for ten years. He
'co set". serve nut the remaining year has a doctorate in wildlife
 and has con-
and john McKernan's see- ducusd research on the effeet of DDT on
ond term. the forest ecosystem and t
he ecology of
The 1.i-0 vote by the Fisheries and bald eagles.
Wildlife Committee virtually assures William Vail. who
 resigned as MIS-
Owen's 'confirmation by the Senate, 'ter this y
ear, reportedly doe
pected to consider a dozen appointments to lxidget-curt mg pla
n which would have
on Oct 14 merged the inland fi
sheries department
Owen reportedly told the committee with other resource-relate
d agencies, sup-
he has a deep interest in conservation and porn McKernan's 
nomination of Owen.
tries to make himself available where his Owen has served
 as chairman of
expertise may be of come use Maine's Land Use Re
gulation Commis-
Increasing Maine's deer herd in places sion. and on the Baxter
 State Park Author-
such as Washington County, where it is in ity advisory hoard
decline, is one of Owen's priorities He Among the grou
ps supporting him are
reportedly would like to improve the out- the Maine Fore
st Products Cnuncil, the
put from fish hatcheries and enhance eels- Atlantic Salmon Federa
tion, the state cowl-
Dons between hunters and landowners, cil of Trout I .nlim
ited, the Sportsman's
Re-introduction of the timber wolf in Alliance of Maine.
 the Maine Audubon
Maine is not something Owen will sup- Society. the Nature Co
nservancy and the
port unless the program receives appmval Maine chapter of t
he Wildlife Societs .
Staff Writer
• Education
New approach attracts attention
GUILFORD. Maine — A local
high school where students sit at tahlet and
take SO-minute classes was praised by a
national commission on education
Piscataquis Commun fry High School was
one of 12 schools in the nation selected for
an on-site visit by the National Commission
on Time and learning
lInlike most students, students at PCHS
have four FM minute classes each day
The nine-member commission has been
charged with addressing time and its effect
on learning It 'All submit education recom-
me-ssist.srs- Conpr,- ants' 1994
"We have to do everything we can do to
enhance the potential of our students.•' said
Raymond Poulin Jr_ the superintendent of
the PCHS school district "We're going to
have to make schools more inclusive
At the Guilford high school students sit
at tables instead of desks, stud) core curric-
ulum and are taught with a hands-on ap-
proach
Test scores have improved since chang-
es like these were implemented. said Nor-
man Higgins. the school's principal Stu-
dents have given the new system their stamp
of approval as well. be said
ATTENTION.
HEALTH PROFESSION CLUB MEMBER
S
The first meeting of the year for the members of
the Health Professions Club is scheduled for Thu
rsday.
September 30, 1993. The meeting will be held in 
Room
102 Murray Hall and will begin at 6:30pm.
This will be an informational meeting for all
members of the Club. Please rnme prepared t
o share some
Ideas you may have for the uproming year. lf 
you are
unable to attend. Tim may be reached at 581-
6721. Most
importantly, at this time. MEIVTORI) will he assigned 
to
those who expressed an interest in the prog
ram
Light refreshments will be served. Hope to
sec you there.
Tim Redding. Club President
• Construction
Stalled Sears Island cargo
port project resumed
.AlIGUSTA, Maine (AP) - .The Sears
Island cargo port project, delayed for years
by c- in challenges and regulatory snags, is
hack on track and could be completed within
two years. the project director said Thurs-
day
Court injunctions blocking construction
have been lifted, and a revised environmen-
tal impact statement is being drafted to ad-
dress opponent,' concerns, said Janet My-
ers. a state Transportation Department law-
yer and protect manager
Seeing government agent es "heating
up on each other year after year after ye-ar is
not productive and is not consistent with
good government.- said Myers.
Searsport Selectman Chaii man Stetson
P Hills. a longtime promoter o".. the protect.
said he's optimistic again after a long pen-
rd donne ahich it appeared the Ens iron-
mental Protection Agency would spike the
protect
Maine officials -leaned over back-
wards to address everything brought up by
the EPA in opposition to this protect::
said Stetson. whose Maineport Council
was recently re% ived to promote the cargo
port
S Sen William S. Cohen. R-Maine,
urged the EPA Thursday to move forward
on the Sears island project and invited Ad-
ministrator Carol Browner to visit the site
The project ' 'represents a significant eco-
nomic opportunity fir the state of Maine,"
('ohm said in a letter fo Browner He called
for a "coorerato e effort.. to resolve the
rettatining issues and urged that the project
review "proceed expeditiously
Cohen also made a statement to that
effect on the Senate floor
Meanwhile, Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell of Maine arranged discus-
sions between agencies that had been adver-
saries on the project.
In an initial meeting. EPA and Army
Corps of Engineers officials met with state
officials to set goals and objectives for the
project, said Myers.
Since it was first proposed in the late
1970s, the project off Searsport has been
delayed by a wave of court challenges and
regulatory snags.
Voters have approved $14.5 million in
bond issues to pay for the project, and ar,
access road to the facility has been complet-
ed and most of the dredging has been done
But the remainder of the project. Includ-
ing the wharf, completion of a causew as and
staging area and the rest of the dredging.
remain to he done
The project was stopped amid coun hal -
lenge,. largely over procedures, but there are
no longer any injunctions blocking work.
said Myers
Regulator's agencies halted the wort over
environmental concerns The chief environ-
mental issue remaining is possible effects
on wetlands on the island
A revised ens ironmental impact state-
ment addressing those concerns is hetng
drafted The document was supposed to
have been completed this month. hut now is
expected to be wrsippeal up its the end of the
year
LIPHS ORiVit "VG
-SCHOOL
It von have a Maine Driver% Permit and would hke further driver's Instruc
tion,
a pre-mod tea or MY r. vehicle for a road test cal and le
ave a message_
Call 862-6700.
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• Shopping on campus
Campus food prices set by zone, store
By Kar1a Stansbury
Staff Writer
The semester has started. and every:one
who uses on sampus has probably experi-
enced either dining at the commons or shop-
ping at the markets on campus People often
start questioning how the food prices are
established
Susan Link. assistant dining services
manager Hilltop Commons. said the reason
the rinces are higher is because the markets on
campus are convenience stores She said when
you consider the cost of gas to go to a store off
campus. the prices break down pretty evenly
Link said if you go to Shaw 's or Shop-n-
Save. chances are the prices will he cheaper,
but it because they air not con% emence
stores
link said prices are set at certain zones
and went down two 7.0111K last year line
vendor sets certain zones, and the market
picks them The 711fleS are set at so nnKh more
than the vendor pays for the item, she said
aponnomately 10 percent
very semester if s like a new clientele,"
Virginia Lernos. retail food supervisor Hill-
top t'orrirnons said
Link said the pmducts change with the
students, and that different items sell at Hill-
top market than at Som. tSide market
Little said there is quite a hit more paper-
work involved in coupons. so the store sets up
in-store and weekend specials
According to Little. soda prices has e al -
vs ay s been much lower at Hilltop, and that it
is not feasible to stock a meat section lievause
they would not sell enough
Lentos said it is "all for the students."
Students receive 5 percent off with Main-
eCard.
"Basically we tiring products in, if it
moves, we keep it.- Clad Lint, dining service
manager. Strwider Commons. said
Lint said the experiment ot starting Hill-
top market helped design SouthSide market.
She said because the markets can not buy
on a targe scope, prices are affected
e are customer orientated, we're look
lng for suggestions, if we can find it, we'll get
Lint said.
As far as the dining C0f71111011S themselves
go. Jon Lewis, director of dining services
said. if a meal plan was not mandatory all four
commons might not he open, which would be
inconvenient for students
He said Village is not required to
have a meal plan because it is apartments. aria
Dons Twitchell Alien ‘'illage was designed
as suites, with limited katcher stace and re'
oven, co a meal plan is required
The amount of cash on the MaineCard is
the difference between the money the student
pa% s for the meal plan and the price of total
meals allowed (net the semerter
'The more students We efICOUrafte to cat
in the commons, the lower everyone's peace
would he,' Lewis said
• Helpline 581-4020
Volunteers attempt to make students' lives better
By Ryan McKinney
Volunteer Wetter
You're in your morn alone teeltng de-
pressed. perhaps you've failed an exam you
studied hard for it Maybe a relationship has
turned SOW You could he so frustrated wnh
things. life rught new seern worth living
Most students at the I 'niveraty of Maine
have expenenced at least tine problem then s-e
had trouble coping with But what mans stu-
dent, don't know is there are people they can
talk in right here on campus. while assuring
themselves ot complete confidentiality
The Stuck-tit ; ,clpline Is beginning its fifth
- n an eas.h accessible nutlet for people
who feel the need to talk to someone about the
ngrws ot daily university life The Helpline is a
MM.. line for students operated by students
which provide, something a little different
from what 1. 'Maine' s Counseling Center can
provide h. k also a% ailahle at times when stu-
dents may nerd it the most
-The Helpfine is a good place with good
Pe"Ple who tr. in make peoples live` tienel:
Jen Buchan. a volunteer osordinator at the
Helpline, said
Buchan is beginning her third semester at
the Helpline She and other rremhers of the
Helpline staff stress that all calls r lade to the
lielphror are confidential Helpline % olunteers
don't even get the caller', name unless it is
IRRES4 SesTIPa,
1 Contemporary Designer Fashions
1 Retro 60's Wear 1 The Gap
1 Vintage Clothing1 The Limited
1 Jewelry Accessories1 Esprit
171 Center St , Bangor Monday - Saturday
Tel: 941-953F, Hours: 10am - 4pm
Because you don't want to look like anybodv else."
Rose Bicycle
10% off all accessories
9 Pine Street
Orono, Maine
866-3525
Hours
nhinfarll.S given In them TheS also stress,
 
it
IVA a counseling sets-kr, although there is an
on-call coursehw a% au latile should the situation
arise when needed
re there to talk to the caller, arid we're
there to listen to them Were not there to
counsel them." Shelley Conklin, a volunteer
corwdmatir heginrung her seventh semester at
dr Helphriz. said
The Hetphrte ders offer a number of refer-
ral servkiss in addition to the on-cnIlonurisekw
for people who nerd pmfessional help A wom-
an -lir- has heen raped, a substance ahiner or
anyone thinking of suicide can call the Help
me t, he referred t professional support
Training sarsnon, lit people wh,s want to
he a VOIUTIIIMI ik 1:1t. if! !.. r.nspr
rapidly Harry Diem CuL thr, sear , manager
of the Helpline He ano the rest it the Helpline
staff have put together at intensive training
packve for those who want to impnive their
listening skills and serse a w firth,* We purpose
at the same time
1,oly goal kw the Helpline this year is to get
nie hest trained V4)1unteer, to offer the hest
,CrVICVS While helping students in the process.-
Iheuveuil said
Four training sesswwn are being held for
would-he volunteers to the Helpline A new
volunteer must first Ill our a brief appikation
kern and gn through a screening process he-
fore he or she call anend the training sessions
It new Aurneer must attend all four training
session, t, he a pan of the Helpline The
tranung se— sns —ill he held nn Sept 7.- an, ".`,,
and on Oct 4 and
For all the naming to be a VOIlliiket. it
might DA seem worth limo some But Conklin
say s the hard work pay off
what happens, you Imo% you've
made a differences in someone's life Con-
klin said "We care enough to he there and WC
CAR enough to listen"
For more mfortnation heconung a Het
pl ne Volunteer. skip hy dr Counseling Center
at ('tiler Health Center or call 581-4025
The Helpline is the only overnight rid
weekend service besides the public s.afety
lice diwatcher for people who need someone
to talk to or nerd help for their prolik.ms
Beginning in October following the training
sessions. the Helpline will be (rim from
until Is am es en day The service currentls
runs from is p m until midnight The phone
number is 551-4070
Buchan Says that not only students with
may, pit tbinte can call, hut anyone who nee&
get somettung sift their sliest are eno unwed
I. pick up the phone What can *rem superficia
Is orve person can he a %Imo& rwriblern kw
another She also says that because of the fact
that student, run the phones at the Helpline
anytrod feel ownfortable calling
-Because we are students, we are able ir
relate sr, other students henet Perhaps we've
had trouble in dia, same accounung class or
whatever We into have been through the sanr
things. we're nisi penple. re not cowl,
scion, hut we re friends s its. ar, frcl
talk Inv fitkliar slut
4414
kreinuotir
ea AMIN gr. OM MOM
aplaar
Eat In or Take Out
827-7297
Great Food - Great Prices
Daily Specials
Soups - Stews - Salads
Sandwiches 82. much more
Breakfast Specials Daily
Serving 6Am to 1 Pirf
Weekends All Day
Hours Monday thni Saturday
6km to 2rim
Sunday 7 AP, to
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Friday, September 24
Virtual GRAND OPENING
NEW DAMN YANKEE
COMEDY CLUBReality
A STEREOSCOPIC
360 DEGREE
WALK-THROUGH
VISIT TO
CYBERSPACE
Noon - 6 p.m.
Hauck Auditorum
One Experience
$2 w/ UM Student ID
$5 without ID
!Once 
a guest enters either the stand-up game
Dactyl Nightmare or the seated Virtual Racing
and places the Visetze over their head, they are
immersed in a virtual environment. In Dactyl
Nightmare guests battle each other on a 3i) plat-
form in space while green pterodactyls threaten
from above or guests can soar on a hang eider.
Virtuality creates a competitive environment where
two player\ can not onll interact with the virtual
world, fight with imatfinan creatures, pivot their
field of visie, ;66 degrie and determine their
direction of travel hut :n' ran also interact with
each other.
FALL COMEDY
SERIES
9 p.m.
Brian Frazier
Soda,
Snacks, &
Cash Bar
w/ ID
(Doors Open 8:30)
Damn Yankee
$1 w/UM
Student ID
$3 without ID
Steve Hurley
Saturday, September 25
6:30 & 9:15 p.m.
MPIC A Hauck Auditorium
$.50 w/ UM Student ID
$3 without ID
The Union Board:Diversions
Movie Co-sponsored by: Residents On Campus
For More Information Call 581-1735
"FUNNY! LOTS OF LAUGHS!"
— 
al•• Com MC, SOCCoot Mrvirv,
WHOOP GOLDBERG TD DANSON
M irMor,mon
alled
C odolcoo. bon
Ono ei Mos Cio two]
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• Women in the curriculum
UMaine women examine their roles on campus
By James Kachmar
Staff Writer
The Fall 14441 Luncheon Series of the
Women in the Curnculum Program contin-
ued Tuesdax with "Transforming the Cur-
riculum- or "What I Did on Mx Summer
X acation
A panel of six women spoke in turn
about what the thought the implications
being a woman, at the 11. ersits of Maine
and in societs as a is hole, meant
Dunng the summer this group met to
discuss w hat their roles as wiimen iir carious
ethnicities, backgrounds and experiences
were in the l'Maine communits and how it
fits into the cairn, ulum
'The firm lax there Mere over 'people
there Ever since we ve heen titan's surprised.-
Mazie Hough, V.h0 5.at in the panel and is staff
associate of the WIC program. said
Kristin Langel her, moderator of the pan-
el. described the group as being "a reading
group" She talked about a book the group
had put together "It is a collection of arti-
cles" about women's issues, she said She
also said the group felt the needed to dis-
cuss these important issues, hut the did not
has e time for "a book a Vk rek
Their talks ranged from indix idualitx
and bigotry to teaching sts les and what each
of these women had in common
-The tints common ground is. we are all
attached to. nearbx or otherwise associated
with the unix ersits ," Kathrx n Slott an asso-
ciate professor of French who has a Jewish
heritage. said Her comment w as receixed
with audience laughter
"I'm getting in 11,til h ith mx Jewis
h
mots." Slott said
The discussion. which lasted about
 an
hour. NaS, it times, relaxed and at othe
r
times tense
"We sax hard things to each other. and
we listen to hard things. hut I think the
s
should he said," Rhea Cote Robbins. corn
munications coordinator of the Centre Tran
co- America! . said
Robbins discussed her Tranco hack •
ground and the fact that her culture 
was
taken au as from her when she %as sour
g
because her, thnicitx ssas frowned upon
"It's %cry lifficult for people lobe put+s
with their cif turr." Robbins said
"Sometimes I teach French to people
who has e has- their French taken awax from
them." Slott aid
With Visa' you'll be accepted at more than 10 millios
places. isear+y three times more than American Expre;s
And that's not a misprint
Visa. k's Everywhere You Want To Bo'
Other speakers talked about Ili,.
1110411
Andrea Haw kes. ssho is a grail.'.. ,11,
dent in histors . talked about "how each of
learn"
When it corms to how people learn .
is no, one method." she said
Ilaw kes said curriculum is constant)
hanging
Joanne Box nton. an assistant pnifessor
tot the I him aril program, expressed her "con-
cern in trashing in a multi national curricu-
lum "She said in discussions about women
"anger is inexitable
"Anger is used for AN arenes5 raising,"
she said.
Katie Bosse. a lab technician for the
Maine State Soil Testing Lab. discussed
I ineus. davklikallOn cS stein
'We have to keep oursels es separate." she
said after she captained how each of us is an
Indus 'dual using her classification aileron
She 11,4.-d examples if wars going
on around the wiwld now
Sapiens. as a species. do mit
seem to be able to get along with one anoth-
er.•' she Saud
Use discussion ended as ith questions fir=
the audience One questioned the future of
the pn‘gram lhe panel sa41 thes were not
tormall . hanging the .urnollum but rath-
er. changing attitudes
It is important to realize, ss ith all of tt
differences we have, to keer in mind that we
base a lot more in common with others,-
Bo% nton said
FRESH
POPCORN
/DRINK
ISPIECIALS
open sP la
- -
stairs at 15 Mill Streaslit
• .-•nwn Orono 866-4$63
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• Health care reform
Clinton opens lawn fir
health care sales campaign
WASIIINGION (AP) -- l'resident
Clinton dispatched Cabinet members coast
to coast and opened the White House lawn
to a thousand allies Thursday to get the
sales campaign for his health care plan out
of the starting blocks "We have to do it
right and we have to do it right now."
Clinton declared
" As much as I wish this to he a celebra-
tion I remind you that our wort is
beginning." Clinton told the rally befoie
heading to riot Oa for a nationally te!e-
vised town hall meeting
"It's going to he a long, long tortuous
mad.'  'aid Senate GOP leader Bob Dole,
praising Clinton for his pledge to cornpro-
mite but criticising the Democrat's plan as
"a little overgenerous and underfunded"
Sen J( ho Chafer. R-R L. mired Dem
ocratic leaders to impose strict deadlines.
such as a wrap up of initial heanngs by
Thanksgiving, committee votes by next
April. a floor vote by June and a bill to
Clinton by August
"My hope is that we can do it sooner."
countered Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine. "I hope we don't have
to wait until next summer to get final
passage"
Vice President Al Gore went on a morn-
ing TV show, and radio talk show hosts,
ins-led by the White House to broadcast
from the front lawn, set up thop at 6 a m
Clinton tarred fat help in persuading
the public din cumin system is grossly
inefficierit. Clinton's plan to provide uni-
versal coverage is expected to cost an
additional 1350 billion over five years.
"It is still sinking in on our fellow
eitizens.• • Clinton said
"There's still a lot of people that don't
think we're going to get this done, Clinton
said. He also said the system has deterio-
rated so much that it will be possible to
form a national consensus.
"We don't want to rush this thing, it's
too complicated," Clinton said "But we
don't want to delay,. it, using complexity as
an excuse.-
Clinton asked for help in pressing mean-
hers of Congress to keen pledges of bipar-
tisanship on the issue
Rodltani Clinton and Tipper
Gore spoke, as well
Treasury Secretory Lloyd Bentsen
crossed the state of Penn o.h ania for tours
of a rubber business, thnn an ice cream
company
Health Secretary. Donna Shalala
lunched in Los Angeles at i senior center;
Attorney General Janet Reno visited a
neonatal unit in Buffalo. trI.Y.; Kristine
Gehhie, the administration', AIDS policy
coordinator, told business lenders in Nash-
sine, Tenn. the proposal "give* us the
building blocks lot treating this disease."
"As the president made a national call
to arms and a bipartisan arrest! to join
together to solve this crisis, the Republi-
can! failed to respond in the Same spirit,"
said a memo to supporters shipped out by
the White House's "War Rooni ' on health
CHET
Dole said the president would have to
pull together lawmakers from aF sides —
"otherwise. I'm not certain thr bill will
pats."
"It's always a mistake to mkt the vote
Of any member of Congre-rc for g anted,"
Rep Tim McDermott, 0-Wash.. t Hoax
liberal, and the leader 490 backe-a of the
government-run,Canads -style legislation.
filigf ot staff Mack McLaily said,
"These are not edicts from moth tam n on
high but obviously 1 'm not rims to start
talking about the compromise. the flexi-
bility. todly Let's see what other people
have in terms of their details.-
"can be summed up in just six words:
Pay tome, get less, go brae,- caf‘i rm.
?ens Against Rationing Health, a miser-
vanwe group fighting Clinton•s plan
The t S Catholic Conference prataxl
most of Clinton's health 1X1iTC) goals. but
said he'd taken a -tragic step back% ord.'
to including abortion coverage The Na-
tional khortion Rights Action League
lama-heti a TN campaign trying to build
support to keen that coverage m
Ira Maganner, a censor Clinton ad' 'see
on health policy . said dunng a closed-
circuit news conference with reporters in
several cities, "We will continue that ia-4-
icy • •
• A new sex revolution?
Thousands sign chastity vows
AP)' • sea please. we re teen-agers
In a rebellion some church leaders hope
`seralds a new sexual ft-volution. tens 01 thou -
:aids of young men Ma women across the
ante:* have signed stovenant% swains 
to
nmain chart* until marriage
By July . organizers of the "True Love
Waits" campaign hope half-a-million teens
will have signed on, filling out enough pledge
cards to stretch from the Capiail to the Wash-
ngion Monument
Adam Allen. 1S. oiliest Baptist Chinch in
tuitis n. said the campaign offer, a long -
waited opportunity ft-a putilk redemption to
.ens pirtrayed in the media and to softie a
rtist
-
onvention VS education program Youths
"ere asked to enter into a pact with God befor
e
nen parents. then in a nave punk setting at
ht mil 'lobe sesualls purr until the das I enter
c,•, cum marriage relati.Insfup
gawk h spread t, ,ithei denominatio
ns
inc irrannations such as thc Assemb
lies ot
God and Pentecostal Church of God. The
Fellow:4w of Christian Athletes and t'arripto
Crusade for Christ At the July 20 closing
celebration in Washington. 1)C organorr%
want to he able to display 5ftfifinft pledge
cards
The first groupof sOctivenants was signed
at Tulip Grove Raptist Church in •laslivile
Within two months. 120 secondary school
students in Houston took the pledge at First
Ramis:Church AcRrentwaibdRaptiaChnech,
the adults predicted. 'Ilia kids will never go
for that'• hin in July nearly Iftn terns made
'sow'. the Rey Thomas Walker said The neat
week, at a youth rally with five other church-
es. 104 more kids took the pledge
ki a summer camp in Oklahoma more
than I 1.cnf teens embrwed the program
(5ne. Tract Risk r said she does not have a
hovfnenti, hut already has written a sealed
letter to her future husband telling him she
him enough to wait
• Higher education
Rise in college costs
outpaces income, iniltaion
lit1') It IN t AP) cost tif higher
education continues to outpace income, in-
flation and financial aid this fall, even as
colleges and universities slash services, ac-
cording to the College Board
The average tuition, room and board
climbed 6 percent to 16.207 at four-year
public universities and 5 percent to $15,818
at four-year private colleges. the College
Hoard reported in a curses being released
Wednesday.
lhe increases were about the same than
last year's, as COalrtlition sharpened ftw the
Cwindling number of potential students
"Colleges have simply come to maitre
that the very markets they wish to serve
ould nor afford theni at the rate of increase
they were following:* said David L War-
ren. resident of the Natitatal Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities.
'People are shopping out,- said Tcti-
iyul a Cornelius, a student at City Universi-
ty of New l'ork and president of the U S
Student Association "There are people niyi
want to go to college hut Ulu can't afford
to
While inflation was 2 R percent from last
fall to this fall, the average tuition and fee%
at fo Jr-year !NOY are universities and colleg -
ec mice tS percent to S11,025; room and hoard
brought the total to $15.818 The average
cost of two-year on% ate tumor colleges went
up 7 percent. to $6,175
Public university tuition rose 8 per-
cent, to $2,527, after two year' ot double-
digit increases fueled primarily by state
budget shortfalls; room and hoard boosted
the price to $6,207. The average cost of
community and public junior colleges
jumped 10 percent for the third straight
year, to 11.229
"The fiscal crisis in the states is not
ovei." said James Appleherry, president of
the American Association of State Colleges
and Universities "But it's certainly easing
up a bit."
Thirty -eight percent of public universi-
ties have put off making repairs to buildings.
10 percent have capped enrollment. 31 per-
cent have cut the number of courses they
offer and 45 patent have left full-time fac-
ulty positions unfilled, the asanciation said
' institutions continue to he under
great pressure to increase tuition. but I think
they al co under mat political pressure to
hold down prices." said Donald Stewart,
president of the College Board
"What you see is institutions just cutting
and %lashing, and you're getting to the point
where they don't have any more to cut
Financial aid also still isn't keeping pace.
the College Roan and the indepetwk-nt col -
lege association said. though neither had
firm estimates for this year yet
Between 10811 anti 1990, the cost of
higher education went up 126percent. while
federal financial aid rose 47 percent. accord -
Mg to the inak-peodent college association
Students have increasingly relied on loam.,
borrowing more than 116 billion last year
New Address?
Have you notified
the Registrar's
Office of your
change of address?
If not, stop by
or call us at
581-1310.
Office of the Registrar
Basement
Hannibal Hamlin Hall
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EditorialPage
• Column
Constructive criticism
Mike McLaughlin
Ketnetabei Alien sou ueir a kid and one of the big 
pastimes
among the kids in the neighborhood v. at building tr
ee house, '
Some kids would seem to hate a natural talent tor ma
king their
tree houses somewhat ot a palate whit h all the other 
kids looked
at %sheeted with ave How eter. there alwats se
emed to he a
gnsip of kids in the treighhorhood who rust couldn't 
seem to
niasici ..itirett tree house conttruction techniques and 
were alw at s the rolled of
ndic tile tntin other kids
The first real tragedt that ikvunrd as a result ot
 these first expenencet siith
hammets and nails is that some kids did not rralire e
arls on that constructistn lust
st 3,11 I I. them Instead. it seems mans a'at them decid
ed to put sue it as a career and
nt mlher 04 them teemed to base ended up as cimstnk•t
ion uisrkets at the l'nisersM
-1 \lame The second tragedt that occurred is that UMain
e hired them
Nov. I'm notti-sing to sat that all the people worki
ng on constnictiori at this
unitersitt are a hunch of Beasts• and Butt head,- 
with power toolt. hotseter. ii
seems the do hate 3 10110 learn about the t
ara of erticten,‘
Lees look at the new business. building. Itonalti P Cor
bett Hall. as our first
example After titer two teats ot construction this 
building seems to he almost
tinallt completed Should it hate taken that long 
though Viht don't we ask
residents of Bangor for the answer to this question 
since the hate witnessed a
Sam' • Club. an HQ. and a Vial rt...., quit-kit finish oms
truction in the meantime
Slat he the constnytion snsmguanees that worked on the
se buildings cisiki hold a few
seminar, tor the unit otnsinknon worker.
The main reason for the &tat with Corlett is that the 
first contrasting cognisant
hired ht the unit mutt walked oft the lot, W ell, a
t least the workers tor this
compant were indeed'stalking' tor a chmigr ins
tead ot !tig sitting on ther
holktoters which seemed to douhle at couches whi
k the err here
llw pertoonan,e st this contracting ...natant h
as to make ant one wonder what
kind .st nidgment the I nisersits ol Maine uses when 
hiring ir'.t.ti.wi %often.
The second csaniple we should look at is the rem
.% at has. hemF done at Vi
flail Vi mgate tome-tit hooted ;MO .4 the mowt tn-quen
tlt • oiled places ht student •
.wtt amp:, the Student sod Office and the Registrar'
s (Niece These offices are
now cramped into the tight space as ;Mahe at Hanniba
l Hamlin Hall
The reason for most mg these two office, is hecause 
Vi ovate needs to he remit at -
ed to le brnught into compliance w ith the A-nencant
 with Ilisatsfines Act Also.
asbestos needs to he removed from the !sodding Thes
e are ot course %Aid changes
that need to he made, hut mt question is. what is th
e hold up '
Aside from the fact that the fl minuteparting rerne 
beside W ingate is ttlocked
off. Wingate has kioked more like an ahandone
d ghost town building than a
construction site over the past few seeks It it impor
tant fix student aid especiallt to
hate adequate space to teeter seise students, and it is 
important to gei them hack in
Vi infate at soon as postiNe, so let '• get it dine and stop del
aying
The dried and most current exam* of crinstructio
n on camput is the seam pet
hemg rehinh en front or Stetrns Hall This site represents a
 huge obstacle for students
arid facults hecaur ills right wrack m the middle of al
l the traffit between classes
It sa Ili he , wresting to see if this rob it oirrrieted wit
hin the nest fess weeks or if
et %Ili also be sucked into the Nat hole of constructio
n at t 'Maine where Is 4. time
and constructtoe workers scents to stand gill
• 11,4 I entehlin a.. 4, tentor .tonenalton mayor who 
it porn(' to urry al, has
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Editor's note At the end each neck Vise Maine Ca
mptic .111 pit/slash ^Nona, tam-Alm fun
on one of the major maws andlor mines oldie werk. This ...
donna! still ,ro,ctiot the ties s The
Maine Camput In Mondial and Wednesdai motes T
he Maine t'atnpus trill contouie to print inehrid
mai commentarres rum the tinier beton on a (mien 
sy,rorrent nen. ritnitt The Maine Campus
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 he made m.tire It the Ile% Taper s swine and we
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• National health care
Affirdabh- pumuit of lift
1-vervhodt has the right to file. literb and the
pram 01
Of do thes '
Iltesentlt. the pursuit to lite is often hampered
lu social class and moue level It y01.1 can afford
insurance. matte too car improve the qualm of
your life
his clashes with the oncept of a fan chance
for equalm on wheels this ourat stas bud Preu
dent (Intern. Ifillart Rodiam limn arid an ag-
gir..ne task torte hate liner tr ing k, detrkai a
more efficient stacen
Health car reform is a kris e.erware.,
minds there dats Both those for and against
(-Imam , r11101011e hate a hattert of agurrrritt
linion's package it weak If, general, mord,
specify,. anti croft promises 10 111V1 cel tif1.111,. later
Wednesela rughts aipeal to horh the nation
and Congrest could he eault termed as -rkinde
script
`Saturalb, when people dunk shout the package
they al the simple question -What m n for me
This of course, marts entomb CW1.310 tou are
(lime hopes to trip fund las healdi reform tit
mcreasing taxes on cigarettes and had liquor Its
rather mus that pub which rem to ontrbue to
ill-health will hap fund health ‘Ire
It iglu happen to he a tohacon or hard liquor
irickturt leader. II it you rotanett purshase these
pmekkh. %cull he affected tw a propormi hike in
the *tin' taxes
Perham you're at inwrarke salesperson. or are
fee-tenth insured tn one of the num than I Mil
agencie, wi the 1 need %tam teach 01 11141101 have
then oven darn forms afki Ci 'velar priboet.
It you're m the butanes., rimhahtt he
rwer, unhapr, vault die entire deal Agencies as we
kn.ssi then, will no longer ex ra
Tte reform Lans he a on...Iodation cii mine
axe proork-rs Health care funds sill he dr...enlists
ed 11w.. ergt large regional alliarkrs
r, side h this is that ex agerkies will he
replant tw more government agencies is hkt we
tarnom t.v then 3h111f, lu otilo.i red tape
lk.wesret lintor has min...m.1;i singles' yr. 1,
Aral with al medica darns nu, uil, reduce
paperwork tee healthcare prolesskinatt heltslit
them sperki es, time on red tape and more time on
medyine
It vi su re .1 hirsinewouner. you will he requited
to rusts& greact services fir your employees
You still he m-spintihe he pating a certain amount
fir each employee
It tsars tussles, emplovt more than a certain
anktunt 01 workers, you mat Of% to pawklewit
own healthcare ttaem for .,taar employees
Big hinaness wont escape. howeter Them P.
talk 04 a 1 percent paymll assessment on thos
e
companses who choose to pnwide then 0%11 CSC.
10 heir fund the nation's health system
This upsets restaurant owner., as thet generant
provide as few benefit' at passable for der ein-
Moyers and would he forced to take hetet care of
then %sorters Mkt the new consakus
There has teen sompanson 11, other %valved
rneill.al 'Yoram. cosh at t'anatat system N.'
pit hate centered on die voal martin who WC
Linhaprk with them stsaem Most recipe dont sat
anttung when art 're satisfied. its thiwt who
have complaunt, who are heard A maroon 
01
Canadians have no problem, with their system
We world mold our own social program, such
a, Melia:ad and Merb'ar 5.11w nest 
..sarrn filth
front hodi of those program will he drecied into
die greater while of health tare fix dr entre 
na-
tion
trkatun 01 concern V. tame It a persori goes. to
the hose-la for a cough tx cold how long will 
it
take het. we a drwtor is acailahle' That •• difficult
 to
'as, and this is a sarong talk ot rocialved health
care While the %ail tor mant cornirrkirs every,*
servves ma niv tate 711141, torteer that. dk-.
vi is more sreciallied .ersicrs could malt takc
quote a hot longer
This pmgrarr, mat have tht t.. groumi
trim dmelopett in an incrertihtt %fain amo
unt ot
tone and man details hate been glo‘ses! 
eves
3 'wryer a is a step m the ngti derrenon
It de referrer, passes. perhaps a yea nvo 
down
nial however Inng a takes for Clinton a 
tine
tune the package people who 110,11 couldn't evrr
ref medicine kr a had ;old neght have dr 
means
I. awning ;KIM health along with eversone
ir the ovears
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Faculty Senate from page I
hh demand, hut. according to Hutchinson they
V. In he looking for outside funding.
Hutchinson said the Bureau of labor Sta-
tistics will remain on campus, but it was slate
government. nit ' Mai w. that decided this and
will fund the program
lutchinson said the six:rams of the down-
sizing plan had surprised even him
"I have to Say. ICS been amazing to me the
attention it's gotten national! ..• he said
A second issue raised was of Air Force
RUH-% refusal to allow a student, Neil Snow,
to attend a class in the curnculum as a special
status student due to his sexual preference
A review al last school year's faculty and
administrative efforts to allow Snow's enroll-
ment was given
The senate voted to have Pest:den Gibson
unte 3 knee ti Prnadent Hutsiumon on behalf sit
the senate, supporting any amen he takes SE the
'tuna and asking him to pursue all appropriate
asenues, up to and iralahng hugata
The proposed merger sit Bigelow labora-
tory for Ocean Sciences and I'Maine was
mentioned under new business
lhe Senate pinto to keep close watch ova
NO the downsizing and ROTC topics
Health care from page 1
is . Nit nothing is being done aNiut it." Ma
said
According to a letter from Janes A Sher
tame. director of international pmgrams. the
1 S Immigration Service is now requiring ''a
significantly higher level of than an
he prosided under the I-St plan
iks‘vinding to the U S Information Agen
cy. government sponsorni students are re-
spired to have a minimum ot S5I.0110 incur
ance The Office it International Programs is
resluinr,g a mandatory insurance policy of
5250.000 to all international students at I IS1
The letter did not specify the INS require
mein. hut mentioned that within the last dare
%can, there has been four cases in winch
international students have made claim, ix up
to 525(3000
"That is a very, vary minimum amount.-
Bendey sadottheS50.0110requimment "Many
students at other institutions, who are %Ica
Tons:anis have cubslancialls more cover-
age There is no was that we would he doing
ansthnig that we did not honestly arid uncereis
think w as. in the hest internst of the students and
the university
OIP sent oin a bulletin this month to the
internargeal students stating that if they had
'extenuating cinumstanses- making them
unahle to pay for the new insurance plan. thes
oiuki 'request a waiver and pearswon to
substitute other coverage But. in the an-
noun:anent letter at the nest policy. dated
May1.1991, it states. 'No other waivers at 
this
polics will he granted
.` Siosi «4 the international students
appty to the waiver *cause of the May 3
noir.- Ma said
Off' was nes disclosing the exact animal of
waiver' requested thus tar. hllt said it was less
than ' and -half ot the waivers thus 
far
Save been granted
The international students have met with
individualls and m groups, sarsse May.
suggesting other less expensive poises 
on,
feels it is meeting its "ethical and legal respo
n
saltines- hy implementing the new pola
-y
and will continue to mein with student, mi
di
vidually drams the ICSIr
The iniemational stildents feel differen
t's
however
Ak e feel like we are being ignored.- Sha
o
I el an international student front Malaysia.
said
• No exit
Union wear and tear causes problems
By Scott MacPherson
Volunteer Writer
Since 1953, the Memorial Union
building has been a staple of campus life,
housing such reputable facilities as the
school bookstore and the Bears Den
Now, after four decades of use, the
Union is showing the wear and tear of the
years The deterioration of the Union is
best seen by the northern exit on the
second floor, which now has been closed
as a public e sit and is to be only used in
the case of an emergency.
Few students are aware of Memorial
Union's deterioration, and fewer realire
the possible danger that could be brougnt
upon oneself by using the exit.
Hasid Rand, director of Memorial
Union, and the associate dean of student
activities, said the building's exit had
been closed due to safety reasons, and in
the future is only to be used as an emer-
gency exit. He also said to his knowledge
"there is no time table to repair it," hut
expressed interest in getting the damaged
exit rebuilt so that it would once again he
accessible to the public
Thomas Cole, director of facilities
managenient. repeated much of what
Rand had said, and added due to lack of
tunding. the exit will be closed indefi-
nitely
Scott Anchors, director of residential
life, said it's a major memo emence.
Although Rand expressed an interest
in getting the building repaired, this may.
not happen in the immediate future Cur-
rently. the exit is only marked as an
emergency exit, and not as a possible
danger to people's health Rand said
marking the exit merely as an emergency
exit is the only precautionary step which
will be taken
Deterioration of the Memorial Union has ca
used this exit to be closed to the
public. (Page photo.)
Merger
frorn page 1
rig strong research programs and to become
increasingly competitive in the field of ma-
rine science Also, the laboratory would
hang its overhead dollars at about S4410
thousand to this university
' not all on either Bigelow" hack or
ours.- she said
Bailey said the decision of whether or
not I Maine will move forward with plans to
merge will hopefully be dm-tided soon and
that she and President Fred Hutchinson are
now in the process of acquiring input ariout
the poccibmity of a merger from members of
the I Maine community
"The proposal before us, then. I. to con-
tinue the dialogue of the merger.- Bailey
said
Hutchinson and Bailey pave faculty
members who have done research in the area
of marine science the opportunity to voice
their opinvons about the idea of a merger on
Wednesday night in the Memorial I'mon In
this often emotional two hour discussion,
man!, members at the faculty did inde
ed
express how they felt
Mans of the research professors saw 
the
merger at. providing "rich chsalends- 
for
this university and others said there were
 a
kit ot "details arkl devils- to he considere
d
One of the big questions many faculty
member, presented w as. where is Bige
low
going to he located if the merger is foll
owed
through with'
"I think they will he somewhere in oute
r
Tam If there is not a mandate to mov
e, dim
will not move,- Demur Schnitker, a profes-
sor of oceanography . said
Many of the professors agreed the colts-
cation of the Bigelow laboratory and
UMaine's Darling Marine Center in Wal-
pole would bean ideal site and the closeness
would enable better faculty relations to car-
'sir
\'ice president Bailey said both UMaine
and Bigeloss agne that Mop:anon is "highly
desirable- and it would he the king term
goal There are, however, no plans for colo-
ration etched in stone as of yet
"We are still negotiating how much of
that has to he done before we sign the dotted
line.- Bailey said
Leslie Watling, another professor of
oceanography at Wednesday night's discu
s-
sion, expressed concerns shorn how fman-
cially stable the Bigekis. Laboratory would
he
-T'hey may expect the university to come
in and hail them out.- Watling said
Bailes explained some people may have
concern, about Bigekris 's financial stakes
in this merger because the lab lost its state
funding a few years ago arid has had some
difficulty replacing these funds A merges
with I-Maine would help Bigelow to regain
its secunt
Other concerns voiced by faculty at
Wednesday's discussion centered around
the potential roles of the Bigelow research-
ers as liMairie employees and w-hat, if any,
impact the lab would have on undergraduate
Programs
Near the end of the disarasion Hutchin-
son said the concerns were legitimate ar.d he
summed up what seemed to he an obvious
split of opinions
"Will this advance the university or not?
That's a judgment call.- Hutchinson said.
If after further negotiations with fhge-
low and discussions among other IrMaine
community members, Hutchinson does de-
cide to go ahead with the merger he will
make a proposal to the hoard of trustees next
January At that time the board would have
the final decision about the merger
'ice president Bailey said if Bigelow
dries become part af l'Maine, then the first
steps toward merger would begin next July
However, she said ins difficult to predict the
specifics of the whale plan as of vet
-It as a concept that mrivinr target.-
Bailey said
Have you gotten the cold
yet? If not, you will.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
For Friday, September 24
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
:
NIthough it seldom shows on the surface,
when it comes to your career. you're much
more ambitious and persistent than even
sour closest friends would ever suspec
t'
You achieve your goals through gentle
persuasion and skillful negotiation, rather
than through confrontation or issuing or-
lees
AMES (March 21 - April 19): Rea-
sonable complaints fall on deaf ears, as it
comes from someone who is known to
complain about everything Focus on the
message. not the messenger
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Some-
times the most difficult thing to know in a
r-elationshir is when to hack off for a while'
Take the hint and get out of the house for a
fen hours.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): A co-
worker deserves a pat on the hack for mi-
:lative. if not success Making social plans
for the evening takes the edge off your
workday
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You
. an defuse a touchy situation at home or
work by maintaining your sense of hu-
mor! The problem just isn't all that sen-
ous.
LEO July 23- Aug. 22): Aggressive-
ly emphasiie ;he advantages of your ideas
;Ind plans Keep undersconng the mutual-
'. beneficial aspects of working together
and you will eventually succeed
N1RGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 221: The of-
..tce or workplace is alive with a steady
babble of talk and laughter You may not
get much done. but you'll have a gooi
time not doing it'
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): While
you have a right to an opinion, your chart
suggests that this is not the time to express
it' A smile and a vacant stare work won-
SCORPIO (Oct_ 23- Nov. 21): A close
check of personal and professional referenc-
es is vital before you agree to in business
with a new acquaintance The more knowl-
edge you gather the better off you'l. he
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Stream of consciousness is the hest ap-
proach to problem-solving this morning
Allow your mind to appmach the issue
from different inglec
C'APRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 141:
Style is more important than substance
right now Sometimes it's more important
to look like you know what you're doing'
kQUARII.'s 4 J an. 20 - Feb. 1/0: Stns
mg for perfection is both a blessing and a
curse! Your exceptional abilities increase
daily, hut try to set reasonable standards'
PISCES (Feb. 14 - larch You:
,rifluence stronii .,hie P Ate• tht.
Perceptions oi others I cm !her,
• •rl,r,r r.,•,4•
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Your Daily
Horoscope
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For Saturday, September 25
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Six-iahle, persuasive and charming. you
have a knack for getting exactly what you
want from others without leaving a trail of
anger and resentment in your wake' Known
for your sound judgement, you have no
trouble seeing things from different per-
spectives. and are able to anticipate the
needs of others You're just an easy' per-
son to be around.
.ARIFS (Marrb 21 - April 19): A gooe
memtn is no match for pen an ram'
I aking notes will save the hours needed to
correct an avoidable mistake
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): An
appeal to your sentimental nature is most
likely an attempt to get something for noth
ing Ask the tough questions and get to the
bottom line
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): (
pies may be pulling in opposite directions
it this time. One wanting total together
necs. the other room to breathe 
('ompromice
-
('ANt 1June 21 - July 22): Let
matters take their own course and put your
feet up' You'll feel more relaxed than any
other time this week'
11:0 duly 23 - Aug. 22): Lei your
Irearns he your guide as intuition plays a
large role in the success of your ambi-
tions Develor a strategy and stick to it
‘'IR(;O Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): After a
hectii week. you'll he more than content
relaxing at home today former love
may desire a reconciliation, hut what do
you want'
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): A relax-
ing day when personalities Just seem to
click You can expect an unusual amount
of L.on,viation, even from normally diffi-
cult people
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): loflu
ences in your chart bring out the prankster
in you Keep practical jokes within rea-
son Humor shouldn't leave resentment.
or bruises.'
SAGITTARIUS iNov. 22 - Dec. 21):
The advice of parents or members of the
older set will prove useful, even if not
totally accurate They've earned their gray
hairs'
CAPRICORN Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You
may not he able to stop misunderstandings
from happening hut you can prevent them
from spiraling nut of control' Gossip that
you heat IIMA Is mostly fiction, don't pass
it along
AQUARIUS Jan. 20 - Feb. DU: .S
piermit relationship has potential to de
vel..T. into something deeper' To he friends
am: lovers is the hest ot all possible worlds'
PIS( TS (Feb. 19- March 20): f'riti
cal comments, even those spoken with af-
fection. will not he well received new
Instead accentuate the positive
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Corrections
To briny; a correction to our at-
tention. contact the Editor at 5S1-
121 between the hours of 11 a.m.
and noon, or nor hy the off1ce hi
the basement of 1 on) Hall
Personal Astrolog% Consultations I!». Telephone
1400-7ee-30A1 to talk 1.rin-1 with a pmfratoonal artreologrr abo
ut your
prefrontal onnerna love and oompatability. work. money care
er.
relationahipa. family
Not a tape or computer mesettew Auttroingera are available sev
en days a
week. morning through evening at a met of $P AP per minute. whi
ch iF bit liK3
to your telephone The firm minute is FREE You must be 18 o
r older Cal'
today — I 4/00-71114016.
••••
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ArtsForum 1 • More of Your Stuff - poetry 
by Knight
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• Campus musicians
UMaine band full of new life
By Kelly Fowler
Volunteer Writer
There is a lirls I g. ,sup of fans ssho attend
every sports game at the I'n1 verClty of Maine.
cheering and spreading the school spent -
the I Name hand
To tart out the '<I season, (Iris White.
as stare director of the hands, has thi Tx%
show c in store for the home football games
A southern show • a western show and a Ng
hand show
"It's half time shou musts' that u ill ap-
peal to just about evervone in the audience,-
said White. a graduate student
The southern chow which as pet formed
at the Saturdas Sept 1h. home game. fea-
tured Michael. Bolton's -Georgia on ms
Mind- and other countrs songs
The '6-member marching hand is the
largest hand l 'Maine has had in eight years
According to White the enrollment has in-
creased from 45 to -6 musicians in two
sears
-Years ago the marching hand was called
the 'Marcluiv,1(10 I( would nice to see that
come hack.- White said
It is not necescars to he a music mayor to
rut the hand In fact appmximatels
mayors are repretented in the marching hand
alone
"I'd cas <teals less than half of the hand
member' are music mayors.- said Michael
Do WTI.. 3   first-year student at the l Maine
People 'who have never marched are en-
couraged to .ioir the hand
"I had never marched and I isanted to see
what it la as like and it s fun I wanted to loin
because of the enyoyment.- said Her& Em-
etc. first-year student
Most of the members learn marching and
the music a week before classes start hs
partictpanns in a one week hand camp 12
hours dails Dunng that time. first-year
See BAND ori page 15
The band performs at last weekend's borne oa,ne providing spirit for the
players and the farts (Boyd photo.)
• Art exhibit
Onward Art reflects experience
By Deanna I Partridge
Staff Writer
I-Arm-scion and mou vanon both aerie
from the inside Then are not traits one csa
pick up in a class or elements one can get
through life or grow wrthrota The, also are
two of the characteristics vital to success in
the Onward Program at the Universits. of
Maine
Seven students in the Onward Pmgram
have used their creative expresston sad
motivation to not onls hecome successful
students in I Mime hut also to ha ye then
talents showcased in a Hole in the Will
exhitai• .-iireentls err displin in the
I • mot.
tr a. rift tr ware 1:.-eallectiven paint
mg. 'ha mirrsent tot some ral the contrifs
utters at intro-,' it ar and fen (-she, a deer
need le r-emstrucovets mines. emotion.,
arcrordinv In Onward, student anti exhibit
See ONWARD on page 16
UMaine President's House his Wits Anderson Port of the Onward A-- erhibrt
I Viiicirenherse! photo
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students are made to feel a part of the "family "
-
Incoming fist-year students won't need
to feel intimidated We are there for
esery one This is a sees friendly group."
said Tiffany Shanks, a second year nursing
student
Each member decides &hat his or her
time commitment to the hand will he If a
student is taking hand fix credit, there are
mandatory performances and rehearsals to
attend Rehearsals are Monday .Wednecda
and Friday from 4- 10 - 5.10 either inside
l-ord Hall or outside on Stoddard Field
"I has e taken it for a credit for three ,ears
and one without I would do the hand regard-
less of the credits." said Deron Gemw.  3
fourth year electrical engineer major
As for Saturday games. White said it is
strictly % oluntary . et most of the hand mem-
bers did show up for the first home football
game. pre-game warm-ups and rehearsal
included
Finding the time to practice and go to
rehearsals can become a juggling act, ac-
cording to many student musicians, but they
still find time
Eon Cole is a physics engineering major
with a concentration in electrical engineer-
ing She enjoy s marching and alw ays tries to
fit it into her schedule
"I base to fill up in extra time and this
is a great wa to do it I always Upee 71
study ing in in schedule one w ay at anoth-
er." said Cole
The marching hand has 10 more perfor
mances for this ses.on They will play at the
home football games. an ass a% game at l'NH
Saturday. Sept 25; perform at small func-
tions: and play at a band exhibition in West-
brook
"We go down to Westbrook and per
forrr and also recruit anyone interested in
.joining the marching hand We want high
school students to too* that Maine 4164
have a marching hand.- White said
The new
3-D graphing
grade-making
easy-learning
fast-answering
budget-pleasing
headache-busting
HP 48G
Cheek it out
The new HP 48G graphic calcula-
tor gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot less than you think.
Get more
• Push a button. choose from the
pull-down menu, and fill in the
blanks. Entering data is that esy
• View :3-D graphs.
• Art-t. over 300 built-in equations.
• Perform algebra and calculus
operations on equations before
entering values.
• Enter and see equations like they
appear on paper
• Work with different units of
measure The HP 481; will convert
them for you For example. enter
inches. centimeters. van. and
feet, together in one equation
convert thern.
Get more ... for less
• Comparr prices — the HP 48G fits
our budget
Special introductory offer*
When you hi* an HP 48G or
HP 48GX. you can get free
software (plus games!) and a free
cable for connecting to your
desktop PC. Write programs for
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard,
or store HP 4$ files and programs
on your desktop PC
Pick up a coupon at y'our college
lx)olcstore
IN HEWLETTPACKARD
Ifs The Maine Campus, Fri
day, September 24, 1993
• Your Stuff—Featuring Todd Knight
 
IIIIM••••••••• 
The Artist's View
rus&'I'CI1(Ii112
Been running from him so long.
my legs are tired. hod y om
I dare not turn around. I'm afraid I might
see hint
Noss I hate v. hat he stand, for
I knoa he's r.ght behind me, I can hear the
siolins
I try to run faster and
faster assay (Torn
him. aas from the pain. aa as fromhini
pain
lie fires
I feel the arms% pierce my flesh.
my blood now flows a ith Eros' influ-
ence
knd now I can't keep ms mind ofT of her.
as the %intim plas and her image
remains. and I am nos.. trapred
Someone <pr
hut I can t tell aho Ile looks
familiar.
I remember v. hen he v. a'
young
-The Star Spangled Banner
Such a beautiful song
I think I'll
sing
Who are all these
people in this
moan' %%hat do they want from
me
Rovers' I'll say
thank sou
He s an esti man.
a had man' These people must
he ti 4d'
Who is this poor woman sitting
next to
me. and ahs Is she cry mg ' WM.
I knoa . she k
1's cold it makes me van; to
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
I odd Knight began awing about six or
seven sears ago as a release for adolescent
angst There a as a lot of anger in his writing
hack then Nov as a 24-year-old graduate
history students at the Univercits of Maine,
he is trying to make his voting less abrasive
and more sophisticated
Becoming more mature in his sc, le is only
one of the mans elements of concern to
Knight in the development of his pixies
"Looking at things onginalls is important
to me VS ith a lo of poets and poetry the less
ou understand, the better it's supposed to be
I try to make my meaning clear, to create an
image the readers won't forget" Knight said
Several themes dominate Knight's work
lie strives explore emotions and concept,
thnsugh personification Power become, 3
frn1bracin2 ( old
sing "let it Sivoss2 %%loch do right
TIOVI
()11. boa I lose the snow
fverything done has been done before
Eserything I sas has been said before
and is ill he said again
and es erything I do has been done before
and will he done again
And isn't II ICIVIV.
Vie stress inch% idualits . eserybods should
he
"their own person "-
hut
If we are a gin sup
of people that accentuates our indiciduali.
ts . then
we
are all the
came. doing what has been done before
And eversthing I said here has been said
before
and ail' he said
again
Onward from page 14
conterbutor Llinbeth A EffieTtfle
Emenne is a senior philosophs and an-
thmpologs mayor Her painting This is ms
beds. ms hkeid. vas the result o. a
vers emotional lime she experienced during
a past Chnstrnastime
"I felt the nerd to paint to get out my
feelings 11 ,00k about 20 hours of sock."
Erne-rine said
hine•-_ne .sined the ()ea aid Program
when she hear ulassi at [tubule four
years ago a hen she needed help adiucting
the social situation of college
The Onward Program offers is (lorded
into several sections of sersices The aca-
demi. funs !ton of the program Pronants is
to offer preparatory course, in writing. math
reading and science
Couriseltng and tutorial sees ices are of -
ferrd through the program to assist student.
in achies-mg their academic. vocational and
personal goals
The Office of Service. for Students v.ith
Disabilities is also coordinated through the
program
The prOrIllITI sees-ices are designed tis
assist students in non traditionai situations
is.hieve their educationa ka I, th:-, .ugh
or-one persona, involvement and contast
The program hong, sou Ur ft. where
you need to he in order to perform at the
oilkqe level.' Ernerine said
I inda Bradtord is tumor education ma -
ice in the ()reward progrLm It vas her idea to
sorate an exhibit of (hiss aid students a oft,
-I felt the program %La, little knoan on
ampus arid an exhibit a as a •• as to ,nt,,nn
people ahi-sui the do .71,0% of One. aid mu-
sk-no thr' , .07 arl firakttTC1 said
In Ati.1,1 ,, i ...can,/ini: the exhihrt.
Brash "1 • ariot .ith
oak,
100Nr• 'A .-1 • (-se .411 to• In-
s luck Amferson Ander
son. an art rn.,•• I, Maine dem instrates a
diverots 0t sole and skill between her por-
traits of local scenes familiar to those of the
I Maine community and her figure study
A rider%0/1•• "The Rose- is also of particular
interest The colors are us beautiful it heck -
on, on to reach out and touch the canvas
An an exhiMt seems an appropnate way
to share the Onward Program with an un-
krioa ing student hotly After all the girrv
gram is atssut learning to he oneself.
Perhaps I menne sums the experience
up the hest aid has given roe a stable
place to gross and develop a confidence
sdsoa :ng m, work in this exhibit is an
example ,1 the place I've come to and the
gross it I se cone through I probably
a. ouldt. e suhrn:ried trs york fnur yew*
ago This exhihn styou, t. me hoo, much
I've grown and changed'
ssrnphons conductor: lose transforms into
an ominous pod, loneliness is a ci unman
Whether he writes about his great-grand -
n-other coring with Alzheimer •s disease or a
snob he once kne., Knight said all of his
waiting is "gripped in reality one vas or
another"
"Intellectuals" is demonstrative of the
messages Knight puts into his poetry "If
you're was of impressing people is knocking
them down. then I'm not impressed"
Commentary on society is intnnsic to
these poems 'livery-thing dove has been done
before" is an expression of the issued° indi-
viduality Knight saw people masquerading
behind
"All these people acre going around
dressed in black and acting down as an ex-
pression of their indi s ',Rialto But if every-
one ic expressing their loin idualits that was.
then thes 're a group because they're the
came..' Knight said
Knight', pieces are not Meer MC•Cage•
frOfT1•1 hich other people are to read and learn
Knight mternal 'lies a great deal of the issues
he explores After %ruing "Fverything.."
Knight said he gase•up poetry for a time
because he didn't think there sa a, any point ti'
pursuing it
-The last lea line, trans got me. 'every-
thing I said here has been said before and cull
he said again • Ironically. after 1 wrote I
thought 'what's the use" Knight said
HUI Knight returned to anting after a time
The conductot steps up to the
stand and scans his
folloaer. aith eyes to match his
steel gray hair
He raises his %sand and points
to the sash's
The music het ins
coon, more instruments join in a ith ever)
order from the conductor; more violins,
a clannet. and oboe
The conductor becomes aroused,
his eves half closed, his hair frarilled,
as he says to the music he is creating
lie orders the music to become louder
and louder, orders the tempo to become
fasterandfaster and then
A symbol sounds off!
Like the tiring of a pun, followed by the
booming of the
drums all would he chaos but ` or
the conductor flailing his
orders this a as and that,
and oh but my is the blood flossing fast
as toe conductor continues his latest
tirade, it appears as if he is going
insane and then
because he said he felt it %as important for
people to ctri`e to be more (Teat" e and look
at thing, through difTerent pen pectis es
NETiinus
Is there any such
thing as
tranquility on this
islarsd
on a his h I stand'
1 tc I lectli,11.
(Sniff)
iTe-liuffi net • C nese!' read Flemings% as .
iTT Dickens. Kafka. or Keats'
%). ell' Indulatahls I have to say
you seem like an imp to me
Whis I es-en doubt you' s e heard of Tchyk-
ON sky
Well. I'm one of his bIggest fans
And as far as the music of Moran is con-
cemod
he really excite*. rrus glands
You are the saitm of popular sulture
(Clod you are still such a hiss
It hissers in sour mind like some culture,
and uses silt] like a toy
(Sniff)
les, you dear lad are a sr, ton, a sictim of
popular trash
Don't you see my pow boy, you're just one
in a mass
I. on the other hand thm-hml
am an official ass
I to-sialoisi
• MCA preview
Dream is on the way
One of the great •th..k:CAs ‘10fies ot the
stage. "Man 01 La Mancha." ail] he per-
formed at the Maine ("enter for the Arts on
Saturdas. Sept 2' at Q pm
"Man of La Mancha... based on Miguel
de Ceres antes' literary masterpiece "Don
Quixote.. emphasi tes the need 3 peTT.C41.%
spirit has for an ideal, even if the ideal is
only an illusion, and, as enstirelted in the
song 'The Quest." the soul"s need to strive
for impossitsk goals to os ercome the con-
stns.-iron, of it* reality
"Man of I a Mancha" made its debut in
Ohs and earned mayor theater au ards.
including five Tons kaards during its
first season Bs 14fA the production had
made its was to Broads.. as %here it re-
mained until Pr 1 ending its original rur
after more than 2 MO performances
Saturday' performance by the tiecc
'in-irk -based Impossihle Tounng Compans
features the work of the original composer.
Mitch I eigh. Joe Danon. author.
Dale Wasserman. and director I eche B
Cutler
The impossible dream becomes rea
rty when Man of La Mancha comes
toMCASaturday (Courtesy photo 1!
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Sophomore lake Othnei irored
joal ani gedraed oo dandle: as the U
tensity of Mame tnsw's mom teem
feated Stumm University, 2-r, wed
in Provklenoc,
The Black Bears (2-2) kis** 1
at 2f3:3- ,Nt the RIM half sten Ouirrirt
up teammate Bob Strang for &Toilet
team-high fourth goal at the year
Ouirnet eddied a secomi half goal on a
rstss front Kyle Gay
LIMatne goalie StbD'Appokinia Rade
eight savescail6 &owe sham
Tint WLbb made fist sa
14 UNIaine shots.
NEW YORK RANGERS msignad
OsigtIviamion. Jeas-Yres Ray, Mark
BMW. digit Beauregard, Sean Brown,
1CeSHodge Preikik 1as.FdK.Ps
*May, Duren Langdon, fames Lake.
Own MoCosh. Mike McLateet)ill. Brie
Mistiloarad Sergei Olympnev. fanvards.
iragibletton of the American Hockey
Lc-411e
Sydney selected for
2000 Olymracs
MONTE CARLO, Merttnao
Syshiey was selected today to
111 OW bestir* oat Bei
the Summit! Games math of stabil*,
met the political unciertainbea of aim
The dr:CitiOn to mesa the Own iItt
Awdralia for the firs; time since the 1956
Mrdbounae Olympia was znnounced live
SOS woddwide television r stfierK-e by
Ireenemienel Olympic Committee Presi-
de* hion Ammo Samaranch after ma*
balloting by the commie* 's 89 mess
members.
. Sydney's victory, after utualoceastful
, Anstrahan bids for the 1992 and 1996
Grimm resulted from steady iesismence
that the harbor city mild pro vide e-rsi-
the-an infrastructure and cater bins to the
needs and wants of the athletes.
PHOENIX (A?) -- A day sAer say
teoaeomplaied suicide became of
eniketel peteleen this eurnme:. Los kn-
Ai badmen outhekka Darryl Straw-
berry said he only Biro* Oa the idea.
Stawherry said his ergleek impms
morlasly since arrivies ie Arizona last
weal: sei basis rehibilitatioilkeeegh 00":
Strawberry suffered a herniated didi
• ,Itier
ir May 1992 bat waited unrii Sept 15 foe
...arr.:, He said i; a :1, a r.::11/1.ke 1.' r..tra
thIS
 1=Mainliat 
• UMaine football travels to UNH Saturday
• In-line skate race to feature UMaine hockey team
• The unsung heroes of the NFL
• UMaine football
2-1 Black Bears hit the road to face UNH
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
When the University of Maine football
team takes on the University of New Hamp-
shire this weekend in Durham. N.H.. it will
he a matchup of two teams in similar states
of mind
The Black Bears are coming off a stun-
ning 17-13 upset victory over the University
of Massachusetts, which came exactly one
week after UMaine suffered an embarrass-
ing 454) kiss at the hands of Boston Univer-
,its
Meanwhile, UNH defeated a %cry talent-
'niversity of Richmond squad last week-
end by a 30-21 margin for their first victory
of the season after starting out 0-2
According to Uklaim '2-11 coach lack
('‘isgivive. this weekend will he a hank of
two teams feeling pretty good about them-
selves
"Both of our teams realty came up big
last weekend." Cocgrose said Of course,
we came up with a Ng. Ng win over UMass,
and they I l'NH1 really put it to an excellent
Richmond team last weekend I think this
eek is probably pretty critical for both
teams in terms of keeping some momentum
going
Cosgrove. is Its" earlier said that he is a' a
1%-rant- in getting his players prepared for
the I'Mass game. said he and his staff spent
more time %socking on his team's collective
p” die in practice this week
1 think tyrant %sac prohahl% the %%corm:
choice of words,- Cosgrove said "Every
one ss ho know s me knows that 1 am usually
pretty laid-hack guy. but last week I was a
;ink quicker to pull the trigger if 1 caw
something I didn't like
-See, were a young team, we don't
reallY have a lot of veterans I think the
young guys need someone to keep them
level, on balance confidence-wise, not let-
ting them get too high or too loss That's
what I've teen trying to do. and depending
,e how things go. mayhe Eli have to keep
doing it
One Black Bear IA ho cenatnly has a tight
to he fling high is sophomore middle line-
backer Ross Fichthom The Madison. Me,
native was named the Sports Network Na -
tional Defensive Player of the Week and the
Yankee Conference Defensive Player of the
Week after his 18-tackle performance in the
win oser UMass
Tic Inborn will be a key in stopping UNH's
dangerous backfield of juniors Aston! Smith
169 carries, 326 yards. 3 113'0 an i Lee
McClinton 122 carries, 14 yards. 2 TD.$)
Cosgrove said he is sure Fichthorn (who
has a team-leading 53 tackiest will be up to
the task.
"You've got to remember that Ross is
only a sophomore in his first year of starting.
and he's stepping in for a guy t the graduated
Dan Girard, UMaine's leading tackler in
'921 who was a rent% dam good player
Sec L'MAINE UNH on page 18
UMaine's linebacker *mai Mtrph makes a tackle during the Black Bears 27-
24 win over UNH last year Murph leads the Black Bears versus the W. ldcats
this Saturday in Durham, NH (Boyd photo.)
• Recreational Sports
UMaine hockey team Recreational
Sports to sponsor in-line skate race
• .•
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
In-line skating has caught on throughout
the country. and Saturday University of
Maine students. faculty, and staff will have
art opportunits to test then skating skills
here on campus
Thad PWyer, an assistant with Recre
.-irirmal Sports Department. says fevi people
have signed up for the event, which starts-
with registration Saturdas at 8 10 a m The
ace begins at loam
-Response cc far has been Om* hut the
numbers are coming Parr said We've
had quite 3 fea inquines, but nght nos it's
a kind ot a alt and see
Sure this is ttr first race l'hvyer said the
erTy*I.4,1, I• Is this veal •s race
"We're kind of starting with a good
strong foundation this year.- Dwyer said
-We're hoping for good numbers for this
year. but we're concentrating on organinr-
non this year "
Members of the UMaine 1(103-94 ice
hocke% squad %Al also he on hand partici-
pating in the race
"This Ica fun a as to incorporate our off -
lee tram I Into a competitive environment.-
said Shawn Walsh, l'Maine hockes coach
The involvement a ith Big Brothers/Big
Sisters was another area cited hy Walsh.
since proceeds from the race will go to Big
Brothers/Big Sisters
"It's a cause they I the UNIaine hockey
program support That's why it was picked
out: Pa yer said
"Anytime we can get our players to hump
•
shoulders with the community, that's a Ng
plus.- Walsh said
The race consists of two n stances Those
who have link in-line experience can skier
a 1 km course, while serious skaters can
compete over a 5 km course
All‘,119, Mon will he required to wear
helmets. and Dwyer said a few will he avail-
able Bauer and Rofterhlade skate compa-
nies will also have skates availahlr for use
Prizes will also he awarded for the tor
overall winner in men s and yeomen
non, with five divisions available for male,
and females
Members of the university community
along with the tor two overall winners in the
men's and women's races, can win 530 and
See IN -LTNF on page 18
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Today's major league leaders
Associated Press)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING Guy nn. San Dicgo, 358;
Jefferies, St. Louis. 343; Bonds. San Fran-
cisco. .337; Baguet!, Houston, .320;
Grace, Chicago. 120, Kruk. Philadelphia.
.316; RbThompson, San Francisco. 315.
RUNS— kctra. Philadelphia. 119;
Bonds. San Francisco, 116; Gant. Atlanta.
105: Blauser. Atlanta. 103: McGriff. At-
lanta, 10(1- Well, Pittsburgh. 98; ()Hol-
lins. Philadelphia. 97. MaWilliams. San
Francisco. 97
RBI—Gant. Atlanta. 113; Justice, At-
lanta. 110: MaWilliams. San Francisco.
105; Bonds. San Francisco. 105. Daulton,
Philadelphia. 103; Z.eile. St. Louis. 102;
Whiten. St Louis, 97.
HITS—Dykstra, Philadelphia. 1116;
Grace. Chicago, 1:1; JBell, Pittsburgh.
181; Jeffenes. St Louis. 177; Gu.y.nn. San
Diego. 115. Grissom. Montreal. 172. Bag.
well. Houston. 171
DOUBLES --H ayes. Colorado. al,
Bichette. Colorado, 43; Dykstra, Phila
delphia, 42; Gwynn. San Diego. 41; Big
gin. Houston. 40. Gilkey. St. Louis, 38
('irace. Chicago. 38
TRIPLES— Finley . Houston. 12; But-
ler. Los Angeles, 10; Morandini, Plitla
9, Well, Pittsburgh. 9. EYoung
Colorado. R. Coleman. Nev York. S
Martin, Pittsburgh. 7; Castilla, Colorado.
7
HOME RUNS—Bonds. San Fran
cisco. 40; Justice. Atlanta. 17; MaWil
hams, San Francisco. 17; Gant, Atlanta
35; McGriff, Atlanta, II. Bonilla. Neu
York, 34, Planner. San Diego. 12
STOLEN RASES—Carr. Florida. 51,
Grissom, Montreal, 47; Jefferies, St Lou-
is. 45; Nixon. Atlanta. 42; EYoung, Colo-
rado. 41; DLeu is. San Francisco. 41;
Coleman, Neu York. 38
PITCHING 116 Decisions)—
TGreene. Phil. 15-3_833, 3.45; Glavine.
See LEADERS on page 20
In-line from page 17
$20 gift certificates from Gunn' s Sport Shop,
a race sponsor
Other dis ision %inners can receive
("Maine championship pucks and T-shirts
t'Sa',rr said that the race offers an error-
tunits for people to try in.line skating Top-
notch skaters, he said, s an reach speeds of
25 mph
The entry tee for the race is S- 00. or
V 0 10 cm race day The first 50 registrations
receive an autographed T-shirt of the 1993-
94 hockey team Registration forms can he
picked up at the Recreational Sports office
in the Memorial Union
Res- Sports, along with Goldsmith's
Sporting Goods and Gunn's. Sports Shop.
are sponsoring the race Anyone irterested
in competing or seeking further information
shouki contas t Res Sports at cf41-1081 The
rain date for the race is Sunday. Sept 26
It's possible -"nu sau the group perform last war and found
funtr.s and infornatite...
Perhaps you neter sau a, but heard about it from (xhers...
Maybe you attended a performance and feh you could detelo-
uays to impute it...
Regardless of hott you'te become aware of the group, ru
need to knott. one thing:
It needs new players!
(And you o3u1d he just the person its members are looking fo'r1.)
1,‘DI FOR Intereste For information
4iCS) fLATERs44>, about this fun, interesting
c,  
0 1:i, 
and exciting group, contact:
te,
\- • es.-4„„.,.
th7 -
S • .
Et erythin,g you
:houeu You knelt
about sex...and
much mare."
Maureen Brewer (1r Sheri Cousins
Campus Livine Pnvram Office
Cudei 1ic21th ( enter. 581 - 45()1
Dive In!
The Maine Campus, Friday, September 24, 1993
The
staff football picks
This st. eek's guest is Mike Johnson, a ntxi-traditionsd („tbiaine student and total
football official. Anyone interested in heal a guest slmuld call the Maine Caanpu,s
sits Delsartnent at i -1268
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himself If you loiNk at it that , it's
amaiing the jot' that he has done
"Rut Um not surprised that Ross ha.,
become co good I'm just surprised he's
done it co quickly
Offensively. l"Maine %sill look to mos-e
the hall aga•nct a UNH defense that all but
shutdown Richmond All-American quar
terhack Greg Lilly and the Spiders' highly -
touted offense a u eek ago
If UMaine Junior quartertiack
Colon 135:14, 425 yds . 2 TD's.., 1 INTi
struggles against the l'NH pass defence like
(illy did, someone in the Black Bears' rota-
-. s- ninn•ri- $11,•10.. r • , or-
foru ard
Junior tailback Rot' Tubitic. ("Maine's
leading rusher with 126 yards on 10 at-
tempts. seems to be a likely. candidate So
does true freshman tailback Bob Jameson, a
hero in ("Maine's um over the Minutemen
uith 54 y ards on 10 carries. including the
Black Bean' first touchdown
"Jameson is a guy who has stepped for.
\Lard for us.- Cospnwe said "It's a position
we needed some help at corning into the
season, and he's the one young guy ys".io
showed us he \sac ready to play neht aa as
I think he's going to he a big facto/ for us the
Seven years of woo and
Charles still going strong
5 COLLEGE SEASON MilS275 in camps before 10 1 938350 or caws 10 1 31 938525 21 moot* 11 1 83 -closing
j SKI THE INOWFIELDS!
Athletic Ticket Office
Daily 8:30-330
....••••••'•••••"..'•••••••••••••••
••••••• • • mm • • mmm• • • •••••• 
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• Nolan Ryan: A haseball legend
End didn't come the
way Ryan had ho
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) - - The end
didn't turn out the way Nolan Ryan wanted.
Back in April. at the start of his 27th and
final season, the cool spring air was filled
with hope
'I want to stay healthy. get .10 starts and
2(X) i nnings: ' Ry an said "Of course, I'd like
to bring a pennant to Arlington Stadium And
I'd like to look hack on this season and say,
'Yeah. I could have j...one one more ' • '
They seemed like modest goals for base-
ball-, c:.reer leader in strikeouts and no-
hitters His glorious career ended abruptly
Wednesday night in Seattle, when a liga-
ment in his nght elbow "rOpped like a
rubber band"
Ryan had one of his hest spnng trainings
after compiling a 0 94 ERA during his final
four starts in 1992. At 4t), he still was smok -
ing the radar guns at 06 mph
"Give me those and I'll retire the happi-
est man: • Ryan said
Age finally caught up and his hod a broke
down He missed 22 day s after surgery on
the left knee. 72 days because of a strained
hip muscle and 21days because of a strained
nbcage muscle.
"The whole year's been frustrating." he
after Texas lost to the Manners -4 Wednes-
day night "It's been a real struggle all year
physically
Doctors ca a Ryan prc,:Yahly ha, a torn
ligament in his right elbow and would need
12 months of rehabilitation. 12 months he
won't give himself He finished his final
season with r. 5-5 record in just 13 clans, a
career-high 4.88 ERA, 46 strikeouts and 40
walks
"All I've done really is rehab:. he said
'I've been real frustrated because I haven't
been able to help the hanclub in the pennant
race And they certainly. could ha .1- used
Perhaps the most memorable moment of
his final season was punching Chicago White
Sox's Robin Ventura, who made the M01111 -
mental mistake of his career Ity charging the
mound after Ryan hit him with a fasthall
Ryan grabbed Ventura ill a headlock and
landed six punches
It was his last no-hiner, teammates ioked
Ryan didn't finish his final act k's mines -
day night, walking off the mound with a 3-I
count on Dave Magadan Steve Dreyer re-
I eyed and completed a walk charged to Ryan
Ryan said his elbow had been sore since
a seven-inning no-decision Friday night at
Anaheim. where, in the fifth inning. Califor-
nia Angels' Greg Myers whiffed for Ryan's
5,714th and final strikeout
Ry an's last road start was over while
fans were still filing into the Ki ngdome For
only the third time in '771 career starts, he
failed to retire a hatter
' 'Fveryone has y 'mons of things turning
out different than they really do." Ryan said
philosophically • But I can't really say I
eVel sat around and fantasiTed about how I
would have liked to have ended my . areer
But I think if I had, it certainly would have
been with a strong performance in a pennant
race I guess by striking out the last hitter"
• NFL
Unsung heroes of the
early football season
(AP) John Carney has suddenly, made it
into the spotlight by kicking six field goals
for all of San Diego Chargers' points in
each of its two wins
It's about time
Like a lot of other good players in the
NFL. ('amey has been slotted at a level just
below All-Pro and Pro Bowl, unable to get
out unless someone at his position like
Morten Andersen or Nick Lowery gets hurt
or slips drastically.
Or. as Joel Hilgenherg of the Saints said
last year when he was voted to the center
position on the NR' Pro Bowl team that his
brother Jay had for years:
'They must have thought they were
voting for my brother
So before the regulars get hack into the
spotlight as the season unfolds, here's a list
of kudos to guys like Carney, who is cur-
rently on an NFL-record streak of 29 straight
field goals
Call it All-Unsung:
Wide Teethed — Michael Haynes At-
lanta) and Rob Moore 'NY Jets) Face it,
it'll he Sterling Sharpe. Jerry Rice and may-
be Michael In in unless someone gets hurt.
But ask cornerbacks who they • d least like
to face and Haynes is nght there Moore
will be soon His 264 rrceiy ing yards is
fourth hest in the league and he's played
one less games than the top three —
Haynes and Willie (lay is
Tight end -- Mark Bay am (Philadel-
phia) OK, so he was an All-Pro for four
years, or until his knee,. went So now he's
caught nine passes in three games with no
knees
Tackle — William Roaf (New Orleans)
and Antone Davis Philadelphia) Roaf s a
rookie and will he All-Pro within a year or
two, so let's get him off to a good start
Da% ic was an alleged first-round bust Now
he's in his third year and played his old
teammate. Reggie White, to a standoff
Guard — William Roberts (NY Gi-
ants), Jim Ritcher Buffalo) Roberts made
the Pro Bowl as an altemLie in 1990, hut
give him some notice for playir.g with an
irregular heartbeat It may not he smart, but
it's gutsy Ritcher is an old pro who's never
quite gotten his just rewards.
('enter K evin Glover ii)etroill Who'
One reason the Lions faded last year Is that
he was hurt Besides, he lost his only other
shot at glora — in 1987. a 3-yard 11') pass
he caught was nullified because he failed to
report as an eligible receiver
Quarterback — Bobby Hebert Atlan-
ta) I et him get his glory while he can
Running back --- Rodney Hampton
(NY Giants) and Chris Warren 'Seattle)
They carried 77 times between them last
week Both made the Pro Bowl last year.
but they fade into the background for the
top three -- Thurman Thomas, Ban's Sand-
ers and Fmmitt Smith
kkiier — John Carney (San Diego).
who's getting too much notice to remain
obscure much longer
Sec NFL on page 20
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN INC
CORPS
ONE COURSE
THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE
OF YOUR LIFE.
Look iorward 70
the future with confi-
dence Enroll in Army
ROTC, an elective
that s different from
any other college
course ROTC offers
haneis-on leader-
ship training
Training that gives
you experience
self-coni:dence char-
acter and management
skills All the creden-
tials employers look
for ROTC is open to
freshmen and sopho•
mores without obliga-
non and req
about 4 ho:'
week It w
your life Cr.
t.t•o)e new
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COurfir
COURSE TOIC CAN TAKE
To find out more,
5-.111 Captain Tim Todd at 581-1125
or stop our office in the Nicmorial
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NFL unsung heroes from page 19
Kick returner -- Terry Ohre (Chica-
go) ho '
Defensive end Robert Young (LA
Rams), Rob Burnett t Cley eland. Sacks are
an oserrated ctat. which is why Anthony
Smith of the Raiders isn't here he plays
only on passing downs But Young, a fifth -
round draft pick in 1991. is legitimate and
so is Burnett. one of the many good defen-
sive linemen who hay e contributed to the
Browns' -0 record
Defensiv e tackle Andy Harmon
i Philadelphia) Plus Shaw n Patterson (Green
Bay t, hes ause he's playing after two knee
reconstnictions Patterson. Ray aro. Rob-
erts and Green Ray line'vacker Johnny Hol-
land, n ho's play ing serious neck prob-
lems, provoke the question • "Why is this
guy still playing'"
Nose tackle - Dan Salaeaumua Kan-
sas City a the hest Plan R free agency player
C'. Cr
Outside linebacker Renalcki Turn-
bull and Rickey Jackson (New Orleans) In
13 years, Jackson has been oyerchadoeed
by Lawrence Faylor and many others and
Turnbull is play ing better than Pat Swilling.
horn he replaced
Inside linebacker - Michael Johnson
(Cies eland). who is all-unsung every year.
and Michael Brooks. one of the New Jersey
Broncos ho joined Dan Reeves in the
Meadow lands
Cornerback - Mark Collins (NY Gi-
ants), Terry McDaniel ILA Raiders). Col-
lins took two years off while Ray Handley
coached. hut has returned to the fonn that
never quite got him to the Pro Bowl hut
should have McDaniel is the hest man-to-
man cover guy in the leagoe
Safety --- Dennis Smith (Denver).
who's not unsung but is having a great
throe games at 34 Eugene Robinson (Se-
attle) The only Seahaeks anyone knows
are Corte7 Kennedy and Rick Mirer And
only because they went to Miami and Notre
Dame
Punter Tom Rotten (Denser)
leaders from page 18
Atlanta. 20-5. 800. 3 11. Portugal. Hous-
ton. 16-4, 800. 2 80; Fassero, Montreal.
12-4, 750. 2.32. Burkett. San Francisco.
19-7. .731. 371, Avers. Atlanta. 16-6.
727. 2 92: Schilling. Philadelphia. 15-6,
714. 1 95
STRIKEOUTS -Rijn, Cincinnati.
209. Smolt7, Atlanta, 195: GMaddux.
Atlanta, 184. Benes, San Diego. 17'. Har-
nisch. Houston. 177. Schilling. Philadel-
phia. 1'4. Gu7man, Chicago. 163
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BA TTING-Olenid. Toronto, A67.
Molitor, Toronto. 31, Lofton, Cleve-
land. 321. Baerga. Cie% eland. 322, R Alo-
mar, Toronto, 322: Thomas. Chicago,
320. I.Johnson. Ch.: ago. .113.
RUNS- Palmeiro. Texas, 121; Moli-
tor, Toronto, 116, White, Toronr-. 112;
Lofton. Cleveland. 109. Phillips. Detroit,
107; Griffey Jr, Seattle. 106; RHender-
son, Toronto. 106
RRI--Thomas. Chicago. 126: Belle,
Cleveland, 119; Carter. Toronto, 116;
Baerga. Cleveland. 114; Gon7ale7. Tex-
as. 114, Fielder. Detroit. 113: (-Day is.
California. 107
HITS --Molitor. Toronto. 201: Baer-
ga, Cleveland. 19R, Olerud, Toronto. 190:
R Alomar. Toronto. 181. McRae. Kansas
City. 174. Lofton. Cleo eland. 171: Puck •
ett, Minnesota, 172
DOUBLES-Olerud. Toronto. 51.
White, Toronto, 41; Palmeiro, Texas. 38;
Belle, Cleveland. 36; Anderson, Balti-
more. 36; Joyner, Kansas City. 36; Green-
well, Boston, 36: Puckett. Minnesota, 36.
TRIPLES -Llohnson, Chicago. 14;
Cora. Chicago. 13. Hulse, Texas. 10;
McRae. Kansas City. 9; TFernander.
Toronto. 9; Lofton. Cleveland. 8; ('us ler,
Detroit. 7: Anderson. Baltimore, 7
HOME RUNS--Gon7a1e7. Texas. 44;
Griffes Jr, Seattle. 42. Thomas. Chicago,
41: Palmeiro. Texas. 37, Belle, Cleve-
land. 14; Salmon. California. 31; Palmer.
Texas. I. Tettleton. Detroit. 31.
STOLEN BASES- Lofton. Cleve-
land. (v4. Polonia, California. 51: RHend-
erson. Toronto. 51; R Alomar. Toronto.
48; ('urtis, California. 46; I...Johnson. Chi-
cago. 35: White. Toren 'o. 33.
PITCHING (16 1)ecisions)-Gu7 -
man, Toronto. 13-3, .812. 3.91: Key. New
York. 17-5. .773. 2.98; Wickman, New
York, 13-4, .765. 4.46 Appier. Kansas
City. 17-6, .739. 2.62; Muccina. Bahl
more. 14-6..700. 4.46; Hentgen. Toronto.
18-8, 692. 3.89; RJohnson. Seattle. 18-8.
607 ) 1s
Remember wben they caked
the 'City of ChaMpionsr
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the it4..sement of LordStall for your classified ad.
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TRA‘,El. EREE sPaiNc. FREAK
o,..,  • -, .
tons-Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas S
Padre, Florida Best COTTiSsions/SPNKP'
CU% SP: ASH -OURS1- 800-426-7710
SPRING BREAK '94-SELL TR1F'S, EARN
1 :.,,,•- Is ..• '81E ' '  Student Travel Se,-orp< .< ^r,\R' 4,,,,VC; campus reps Call
-.• zi - - 1:- ....,.....
Wanted: . ".3'k '.7J,.1 ,,...,ients tc ,el!
••\ ArP • software at educational
7 c --anaget of
• Computer Connection :8 Shibles
-"ali. M F 9-4 30 v medge of corn-
ps..te• :nrs, L.ir:.- -
Spoonstyke needs an edttor ,Vant
experierire ir pupiisr-ang a •ea. -,`P rocai
arts magaz,ne" Only urseqrsh self nIcs
mated hard workers need apply Send
resume ano cover fetter to Sh Pa,k '-•
Dror-,- ME )44-73 or call Mike a' 8fiti
486"
tographers-Fluon res...-ie . ,pa•
r-, . • - i-• ye -,4 Nail Pp., ril, 8 A.;
seek, si,-,,,.- ',.)• photographer 'or sta"
, i h ,- r•, ,. -
Male and female strippers ner dad
• "^:•,,,,- , ( a £." a c.rt -
!.4Df.' na...-4-
GREEKS • CLUBS: -
roommates
-21Ploornrnate needed -.. "., A-, '",,C ' .rf
.r Oki -r•N' Ow, ,(10.".- -' ',(' • ,••••--
pus $220, --ior tr- • ' - .• , 8;' - , ,4
MC,LI nta,7 Pike r
Gu.ta,
as(
HMOS- • , " 4;00 n,'
S' 25 (a" le" at 947-1465
Sc GMC Van-v -6 auto 4
AM FM cast new
-our"ed snow tires $3200 866 3005
For sale or trade-4 really big tires on
Anse- - • ••\5 Thies re on my F
150 now Wit, trade for regular F '50
tires • wheels Or sell Call Mike at 866
4865
'86 Camero-" "oos air 'P rY'f
C 0..A. r 0,1 *.o." ad "'7
S3800 or B 7484
Sports Cards,
L 
Psychic Reader -----------
- 
• - • • ciCK, :AP L,44c PV.
" • he n'oca,
" --'4-i,
Dependable transportation-4 ••
.T,••• tic r-4 v.12
Airline ticket-'-'
c •
lost & found
LOAt • a" !.-1.•
-,1q4 Pvv 1 al
c(84.4
Found' 1 •• -'"c
Heated tyro bedrnom apartment,
--ated -ono Lao 861-
1 2 bedrooms-washer, dryer, dish
• - r o campus $700 a moot"),
heat included Call 827-6788 7a m -9
rr
v ' "ilequate Chris*
h0,11, America's role in Mid East peace
negotiations ties in with Biblical ProPh
ecv1 Are America's recent natural &sac
"'-ore than just freak occurrencr
the answers and more in our tin'.
a<sette tape "America and the Book 01
Pnvelanon America s Date With Des
cup,CT,IINF'‘,N411/4011CS P0
University of Maine S
meslirta_a nnou nce me nt-Sa. •
"nt • : • ' • Of IVIE•'”o'
rime or teal R iced teas
r" hr-s rf 'ea 4 "r
f at Gedrly
. Maw R. iernale
.4- 44;','
MEMBERSHIP OPEN " N."
. •• " P
a -
cfre,ne Thrat Shoe- \ '
Marsh Island Childcare: -
r.ve teacher and -nrther 18 mc
age. Monday-Friday call 866-0168
CAW Stereos, alarms-We carry Rock
ford f °scoff. Canon, NC more
Soundshapers-,45 Elm St , Brewe,
959 '889
MASSAGE THERAPY-Renee Mane
Keene C. M T ACUPRISSURE, DEEP
TISSUE. SHIATSU RELATION/PAIN
RELIEF 941-1111.
UM Amate, • Radio Club ,
Take adVareme 'of
our classified special:
3 lines
3 days
3 dollars.
ill classified' ads
must be ptrpahl.
Any qoestions just
cg11 .581-1273.
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